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Abstract
A typical parameterized r-opening *r is a filter defined as a union of openings by a collection of
compact, convex structuring elements, each of which is governed by a parameter vector r. It re
duces to a single parameter r-opening filter by a set of structuring elements when r is a scalar sizing
parameter. The parameter vector is adjusted by a set of adaptation rules according to whether the re
construction Ar derived from <3>r correctly or incorrectly passes the signal and noise grains sampled
from the image. Applied to the signal-union-noise model, the optimization problem is to find the
vector of r that minimizes the Mean-Absolute-Error between the filtered and ideal image processes.
The adaptive r-opening filter fits into the framework ofMarkov processes, the adaptive parameter
being the state of the process. For a single parameter r-opening filter, we proved that there exists
a stationary distribution governing the parameter in the steady state and convergence is character
ized in terms of the steady-state distribution. Key filter properties such as parameter mean, param
eter variance, and expected error in the steady state are characterized via the stationary distribution.
Steady-state behavior is compared to the optimal solution for the uniform model, for which it is pos
sible to derive a closed-form solution for the optimal filter. We also developed the Markov adap
tation system for multiparameter opening filters and provided numerical solutions to some special
cases. For multiparameter r-opening filters, various adaptive models derived from various assump
tions on the form of the filter have been studied. Although the state-probability increment equations
can be derived from the appropriate Chapman-Kolmogorov equations, the closed-form representa
tion of steady-state distributions is mathematically problematic due to the support geometry of the
boundary states and their transitions. Therefore, numerical methods are employed to approximate
IV
for steady state probability distributions. The technique developed for conventional opening filters
is also applied to bandpass opening filters.
In present thesis study, the concept of signal and noise pass sets plays a central role throughout
the adaptive filter analysis. The pass set reduces to the granulometric measure (or {&r} -measure) of
the signal and noise grain. Optimization and adaptation are characterized in terms of the distribution
of the granulometric measures for single parameter filters, or in terms of the multivariate distribu
tion of the signal and noise pass sets. By introducing these concepts, this thesis study also provides
some optimal opening filter error equations. It has been shown in the case of the uniform distribu
tion of single sizing parameter that there is a strong agreement between the adaptive filter and optimal
filter based on analytic error minimization. This agreement has been also demonstrated in various
r-opening filters. Furthermore, the probabilistic interpretation has a close connection to traditional
linear adaptive filter theory. The method has been applied to the classical grain separation (clutter
removal) problem.
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Edward R. Dougherty
Professor, Center for Imaging Science, RIT
Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Mysore R. Raghuveer
Professor, Electrical Engineering Dept., RIT
Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Divyendu Sinha
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Statement of Problem and Objectives
In order to extract information about a prescribed quantity of interest from an image, a statistical es
timation rule is often employed to filter out noise, or to smooth information by previously obtained
data or to predict the underlying process of the information. In the case of linear filters, where the
output is a linear function of the observations applied to the filter input, one can achieve the opti
mal filter by minimizing the mean square error (MSE). For stationary inputs, the optimal solution is
the Wiener filter[Wiener, 1942], while for the nonstationary case, a common solution is the Kalman
filter[Kalman, I960].
However, a digital image does not always possess linear properties due to digitization, quan
tization and sharp transitions (edges)[Dougherty, 1994a] [Pitas, 1990]. The intrinsic nonlinearity
of digital images determines the superiority of nonlinear filters in performance compared to its lin
ear counterpart. Among the class of nonlinear operators used in signal processing and image pro
cessing applications, morphological operators are known for their outstanding performance, par
allelism and other attractive features. According to the way of representation, the design of op
timal translation-invariant nonlinear filters within the context of mathematical morphology can
be partitioned into three categories: 1) optimal increasing, translation-invariant filters as unions
of erosions [Dougherty, 1992a] [Dougherty, 1992b], 2) optimal nonincreasing filters as unions of
hit-or-miss transforms [Dougherty, 1993a] [Dougherty, 1994b] and [Handley, 1994], and 3) opti
mal r-openings as unions of openings. [Dougherty, 1992c], [Schonfeld, 1991], [Haralick, 1992],
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[C-Zapan, 1994a], and [C-Zapan, 1994b]. In order to achieve an optimal erosion-based filter op
erating on binary images, for example, one has to depend on a constrained search methodology to
find a base of structuring elements which yields a minimum mean absolute error (MAE). Thus, the
implementations must address the statistical properties of the image class to be processed in order
to reduce the computational complexity 1) by reducing search space, such as constrained structuring
element library search [Loce, 1993], [Loce, 1992b] [Loce, 1992a] and [Dougherty, 1993b] and re
cursive library search [Chen, 1993a]; 2) by simplifying search procedure, such as via switching algo
rithm [Mathew, 1993], genetic algorithm [Ehrhardt, 1994] [Harvey, 1994], and greedy/branch-and-
bound searching algorithm [Han, 1994]; and 3) model-based implementations [Dougherty, 1992d]
[Joughin, 1993].
The drawback of nonlinear filtering is that it lacks of proper mathematical representation so that
the analytical derivation of the optimal filter is either impossible or computationally too costly. On
the other hand, the design of the optimal filter requires a priori knowledge about the statistics of the
data to be processed. When this information is not completely known, one may estimate the statis
tical parameters of the relevant signals and then design the filter based on the estimation. A more
efficient method is to modify the filter parameters in a recursive formula according to the perfor
mance of the filter at an environment where the complete knowledge is not available, or adaptive
/j/fer[Widrow, 1985] [Haykin, 1991], Facing the combinatoric nature of optimal nonlinear filter de
sign, and adaptive approach has been proposed to the optimization problem ofnonlinear filter designs
[Salembier, 1991] [Salembier, 1992] [Lin, 1990] [Sun, 1994] [Yin, 1993]. It has been successfully
demonstrated that the adaptive methods in these nonlinear filter designs are capable of tracking local
statistics, robust in performance and applicable to a wide range of problems.
Despite of the success of adaptive methods in nonlinear filter design, the convergence properties
of adaptive nonlinear filters have never been demonstrated in theoretical studies. In some actual
applications [Salembier, 1992], [Yin, 1993], the convergence properties of the filter were handled
by a parameter /j,. The value of \x determines the speed (or rate) of convergence, while some value
may cause the divergence of the adaptive filter. Therefore, to chose right convergence parameters
becomes the critical factorof the success of the adaptive filter. Due to the lack ofpropermathematical
representation of the nonlinear filter and knowledge of underlying process (particularly 2-D image),
it was not possible to study the convergence of the nonlinear adaptive filter by simply borrowing
results from well developed linear adaptive filter theory.
The present thesis introduces an adaptation procedure for approximating fully optimal filters.
According to the manner of the adaptation across an image, the adaptive filter fits into the framework
of a countable-state Markov chain or Markov process: the adaptive parameter or parameter vector
is viewed as the state of aMarkov process in one dimension or higher dimensions. Combining with
the probabilistic descriptions of image and noise, properties of the adaptive filter are then studied in
the context of transient analysis, steady-state (stationary) probability distribution or other Markov
chain parameters.
Parallel to the linear filter analysis where the optimal linear filter is accomplished from image
realizations in accordance with the goodness of filter, usually, the MSE criterion, the goodness of
the adaptive filter presented in the thesis depends on correct or incorrect passing of a signal or noise
grain. Furthermore, the linear filter convergence of the filter is characterized in terms of mean and
covariance of the signal and noise images, while in the adaptive filter, the convergence is charac
terized by its steady-state distribution (which, of course, depends on the probabilistic descriptions
of the signal and noise images), or the mean and variance in steady-state and its long-run expected
error.
Three related Morphological-based filter types are studied in the thesis. A single parameter r-
opening filter is examined first. According to Matheron, [Matheron, 1975], a translation-invariant,
monotonically increasing and idempotent filter is a union of r-openings. A single sizing parameter
is introduced to all structuring elements in the union such that the filter performance depends on the
parameter. Obviously, more sizing parameters may be used to govern the structuring element. Thus,
a more general filter, multiparameter r-opening is formed. The study of the second type of filter is
similar to the first one, however, with great difficulty in mathematics. It leads to a higher dimension
Markov Chain network, thus making it problematic to obtain the general analytical solution. The
third type filter is the band-pass r-opening filter, which is somehow between the previous two fil
ters. As we will see later, the band-pass filter can also be considered as two single parameter filters
cascaded together.
Adaptive morphological filters can be applied to many image processing areas, such as image
restoration, noise cancellation, defect detection and pattern recognition. The noise clutter removal
is the primary application that is demonstrated throughout the thesis. Nevertheless, the focus of the
study is on the filter properties, such as convergence of the adaptation procedure. Many applications
can be found in [Salembier, 1991], [Salembier, 1992], [Sun, 1994].
1.2 Background andMotivations
From a geometric perspective, morphological image processing, conceived by Matheron and Serra
[Matheron, 1975] [Serra, 1983], is to probe the image with a structuring element. The result from
which structuring element fits or dose not fit within the image quantifies the analysis requirements.
General description of mathematical morphology can be found in [Serra, 1983], [Serra, 1988],
[Haralick, 1987], [Giardina, 1988], [Dougherty, 1994a], [Dougherty, 1992f], [Heijmans, 1994],
[Maragos, 1987a] and [Maragos, 1987b].
From a classical perspective of statistical estimation theory, an optimal morphological filter can
be achieved in the context of mean-square-error criterion. According to theMatheron representation
[Matheron, 1975], an increasing and translation-invariant filter can be derived as a union of n ero
sions. The optimization paradigm developed by Dougherty [Dougherty, 1990a] [Dougherty, 1990b]
[Dougherty, 1992a] and [Dougherty, 1992b] states as follows: suppose a filter consists ofn erosions,
where each erosion results from a structuring element defined over an m-pixel window, then there
are mn parameters to be determined. The task of finding the optimal filter for a specific application
involves an search in a very large space, even in the binary setting. An extensive research on the
subject can be found in [Loce, 1993], [Loce, 1992b] and [Loce, 1992a].
More success has been achieved for analytic derivation of optimal r-openings. One can view
the r-opening structuring element as the generator in a Euclidean granulometry ^t and thereby con
ceive the filter as depending on the single parameter t. Early work ofDougherty [Dougherty, 1992c]
andHaralick [Haralick, 1992] achieved some success by insisting on congruence between image and
granulometric generators. In [Dougherty, 1992c], the optimal filter has been obtained by using gran-
ulometries of signal and noise, while in [Haralick, 1992], the optimal filter has been obtained in the
framework ofWiener filtering or spectrum decomposition. Besides the previously stated condition,
both methods require a non-interference (non-overlap) condition such that all objects (signal or nose)
are disjoint from each other. Recent work by [C-Zapan, 1994a] and [C-Zapan, 1994b] tried to char
acterize reconstructive r-openings with only a commonplace convexity requirement for granulomet-
ric generator. Even though the analytic results are fully achieved, the expectation integrals resulting
from the image model involve extremely complicated integration regions, which leads to difficulties
in mathematical design.
A promising alternative method is proposed by [Salembier, 1991], [Salembier, 1992]. By intro
ducing a generalized concept of differentiability that permits a gradient definition for digital ero
sion and dilation, an adaptation approach of designing structuring elements in the classical least
mean square(LMS) context has been studied. Since the approach proposed in [Salembier, 1991,
Salembier, 1992] is directly borrowed from adaptive linear filter design, the convergence of the fil
ter while applying to images with intrinsic nonlinearity is entirely based on the approximation of the
generalized gradient of morphological operators, which itself is a nonlinear operator. This thesis is
thus motivated to investigate the nature of the adaptive filter and its convergence. To have a clear
view of the problem that one has to deal with, we briefly review l the approach in [Salembier, 1992]
for an erosion-type filter.
Let di denote a desired signal and X{ an observed signal. A filter * that depends on a set of
parameters n = {ni, 712, . . . , nm} restores the degraded signal,
yi = *(xi,n) (1.1)
where xj = {xj, Xj_i, - - . , j_m} and m can be viewed as an estimator of original signal di. The
optimization goal is to find a set of filter parameters rij to minimize a cost function C depending on
the filter output and the original signal. When a morphological filter which possesses translation-
invariant and increasing properties is desired, we have the following general form (Matheron Rep
resentation),
y; = *(x)= |J xe-B (1.2)
BeBas{y]
And if the optimal criterion is MAE, i.e.
CMAE = E[\di-V{xi)\] (1.3)
Then the LMS algorithm requires to compute an instantaneous estimate of the criterion gradient (or
lrThe detailed explanation and citations related to the subject can be found in Chapter 2.
the derivative of |dj - *(xi)|) and then adjust filter coefficients n; accordingly. Similar to LMS
adaptive algorithm, the adaptation of a given parameter nk is
/ 9Cmae
nk = nk - n dnk
nk + /J,sgn(di - iji
dnk
= nk + nsgn{di - yi)[sgn(xi+k - nk - in) - 1] (1.4)
where p is a positive coefficient which relates to the speed of convergence of the adaptation. The
second equality of Eq. 1.4 is derived from Eq. 1.3 and then replaced by its instantaneous estimator.
The third equality is derived from the generalized gradient of erosion operator. The implicit expres
sion of erosion operator is employed instead of usual explicit form in order to obtained the estimator
of the gradient, i.e.
Explicit Erosion: m min(xi+j rij) (1.5)
Implicit Erosion: fE{xi+j,yl, n3) = ^ [sgn(xi+j - rij - yt) - 1] + 1 = 0 (1.6)
jeN
where N = {1,2,...,m}. It is assumed in the implicit form that the output value of the erosion
filter is produced by a single location. The derivative can thus be derived as,
- = -S(xi+k
-nk- yi) = sgn(xj+fc - nk - y$) - 1 (1.7)
where the second equality is due to the fact that Xi+k nk is either equal to yi or less than yi (the
result produced by erosion). The importance of our observation is from the following simplification
oftheEq. 1.4,
nk, if di = yi
nk= I nk-u, if dt > y{ (1.8)
nk + fj,, if d{ < yi
where nk is the parameter at fitting location. Equation 1.8 indicates that if the output of the signal is
less than desired value, the structuring element value at fitting location must be reduced in order to
be able to push the structuring element higher, or vice versa. The same conclusion can be obtained
for a flat structuring element erosion filter, except the adjusting value p in Eq. 1 .8 is replaced by p/2.
Perhaps it is not the LMS algorithm that obscures the convergence properties of the above adap
tive procedure because of too many approximations throughout the derivation, or perhaps it is not
the nonlinearity of the image that makes the analysis of the filter convergence impossible. It may
be simply because we view the problem at a wrong angle. Let's assume that each parameter of the
filter, or each pixel value of the structuring element, forms a stack, and a token with value p is to be
added or subtracted from the stack. Equation 1.8 suggests that a token be added to a stack when the
structuring element produces a greater value than the desired one, or a token be subtracted from it
if it produces a smaller value than the desired one. By doing so, an adaptive filter's stability prob
lem is converted into a queueing network system. Therefore, our investigation shall focus on event
arrival rate or departure (service) rate, the transient behavior of the system and, most important, the
steady-state probability distribution of the system.
Moreover, if a r-opening filter with single sizing parameter is considered, such as discussed in
[Dougherty, 1992c], where the adaptive parameter is the sizing parameter t, then the problem is re
duced to a single queue problem.
The convergence of the adaptive filter proposed in [Salembier, 1992] has been also studied by
an algebraic method in [Mattioli, 1994]. Mattioli proved that there exists a non-trivial structuring
element (delta function, or 0 at origin and -co elsewhere) such that the Eq. 1.4 converges toward it.
However, the structuring element provided in [Mattioli, 1994] is still a simple one, i.e., a structuring
element with 0 at origin and elsewhere are the smallest values ofdifferences between current position
and the origin. In other words, the structuring element guarantees that the origin of it will always be
the fitting location while elsewhere values are larger than -oo but small enough to make no fitting.
Before leaving this section, we provide the following notes to methods other than the exhaus
tive optimal basis search method. Koskinen, Astola and Neuvo have investigated responses of mor
phological filters with flat structuring elements and i.i.d. random input variables [Koskinen, 1993],
[Koskinen, 1990], [Astola, 1993]. They further designed soft-morphological filters and provided
optimization methods [Koskinen, 1994], [Koskinen, 1992], [Huttunen, 1994], [Kuosmanen, 1994].
Schonfeld and Goutsias, [Schonfeld, 1991], [Schonfeld, 1992] studied an alternating sequential mor
phological filter which is optimized for binary image restoration.
1.3 Organization of the Dissertation
The thesis is organized as follows,
In Chapter 2 the general theory of binary morphological filter is briefly reviewed. As an impor
tant concept throughout the thesis, granulometry theory is reviewed. Some other necessary subjects,
such as basic queue theory and basic adaptive filter concepts are also provided in the chapter.
In Chapter 3 the single parameter r-opening filter and its reconstructive filter are presented. Then
an adaptation procedure is introduced, which is modeled as aMarkov chain orMarkov process. The
investigation is concentrated on the existence of steady-state distribution, the mean and variance in
the steady state and the expected filter error in the steady-state. All these results from the adaptive
filter are then compare to the optimal filter such that the adaptive approximation of the optimal filter
is fully understood. Transient behavior is be studied by applying a continuous approximation to the
discrete state-space and then applying the birth-death model. Furthermore, various scanning modes
are discussed and the relevant Chapman-Kolmogorov state equations are developed. Examples are
provided in many noise clutter removal applications to demonstrate the result of the adaptive filters.
Chapter 4 extends the result obtained from Chapter 3 to multi-parameterized r-opening filters.
Based on different types of filter parameterization, various queueing systems corresponding to differ
ent adaptive filters are discussed. Then the Chapman-Kolmogorov state equations for the queueing
systems are developed in 2-D or higher dimensional state-space. Because of the nature of the queue
ing systems defined by the adaptive filters, the numerical solution is employed under uniformly dis
tributed sizing parameters of signal and noise grain models. The key filter parameters are discussed
and some image restoration example are provided.
In Chapter 5, the band-pass r-opening filter is defined and the corresponding optimal filter is
briefly discussed. The bandpass filter is then parameterized and a corresponding adaptation proce
dure is established by using the same technique developed in Chapters 3 and 4. The results of the
adaptive bandpass filter are compared to optimal filter results. The robustness of the adaptive filter
is also demonstrated by some numerical examples.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we conclude with a summary and a discussion of our results.
1.4 Main Contributions
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
First proposed study ofmorphological filters in the context ofMarkov chains. The work poses
the LMS adaptive morphological filter into aMarkov state-space framework. Instead of find
ing the optimal filter, we propose to approximate the fully optimal filter by an adaptive filter in
its steady-state. The analysis provides the steady-state distribution and its key characteristic
parameters, the transient behavior and the filter long-run expected error. In uniform distri
bution of sizing parameter of signal and noise grain model, a strong agreement between the
parameter mean in the steady state and the optimal parameter is obtained by analytic error
minimization.
Extended the single parameter r-opening result into multiparameter r-opening. 2-D or higher
dimension state-space models corresponding to different adaptive filters are studied. Be
cause of the support geometry of the boundary states and their transitions, numerically com
puted steady-state probabilities are provided for uniformly distributed sizing parameters. The
Markov queueing network interpretation is also provided in the study.
The parameterized bandpass r-opening filter has been studied by using the techniques devel
oped for single parameter filters and multiparameter filters. The filter parameters obtained
from adaptive filters are compared to the optimal values of the filter parameters. The robust
ness of the bandpass adaptation procedure has been demonstrated via simulation and numeri
cally computed steady-state distributions.
The connection between traditional adaptive linear filter theory and the methods present in
the thesis has been established. The probabilistic interpretation of step-size parameter p for
adaptive algorithms and the stability condition are summarized at the end of study.
This thesis study opens a new front of nonlinear adaptive filter analysis. It also provides a
sufficient preparation for other adaptive morphological filter analysis, such as erosion filters.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Mathematical Morphology Preliminaries
Most morphological operators are obtained by composition and/or combination of two basic dual
operators: erosion and dilation. In this section, we first describe some morphological operators, and
then introduce the definition of Euclidean granulometry which is the fundamental concept through
out Chapters 3 to 5. For the basics of mathematical morphology and nonlinear filtering, see refer
ences [Serra, 1983], [Serra, 1988], [Giardina, 1988], [Dougherty, 1992f], and [Dougherty, 1994a].
For the basics of granulometries and their applications, see references [Dougherty, 1994a] and
[Vincent, 1994]. For gray-scale granulometric theory, see references [Dougherty, 1992e] and
[Kraus, 1993]. For lattice theory, see references [Serra, 1988] and [Heijmans, 1994].
The fundamental operator of mathematical morphology is erosion. In binary setting, the erosion
is defined by
SGB = {z:B + zCS} (2.1)
where B + z = {b + z: be B}. We usually call S the input image and B the structuring element.
Intuitively, S Q B consists of all origin positions ofB for which the translated B fits inside S. The
other basic binary morphological operators are dilation, opening and closing, they are respectively
defined by,
SB = \J{S + b : b e B}, (2.2)
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SoB = {SQB)B, (2-3)
SB = {SB)QB. (2.4)
An operation that is employed throughout the thesis and plays a major role in sizing and particle
analysis is the scalar multiplication of a set by a real number. For any real number t, the scalar mul
tiplication of a set is defined as,
tA = {ta:ae A} (2.5)
The scalar multiplication operation is distributive relative to erosion/dilation and opening/closing,
t(SeB) = tSGtB (2.6)
t{SB) = tSQtB (2.7)
t{SoB) = tSotB (2.8)
t{SB) = tStB (2.9)
Let *&() denote a binary image operator (filter, or set mapping), such that if 5 is an input binary
image, S' = ^(5) is also a binary image. An operator may possess following properties,
Translation Invariant
Monotonically Increasing
Idempotent
V(S + x) = %{S)+x, (2.10)
.4 C B => *(A) C *(J3), (2.11)
for any set .4, *(*(A)) = $(A) (2.12)
Extensive (or, Antiextensive): *(A) D A, {or^(A) C A). (2.13)
Both erosion and dilation are translation invariant andmonotonically increasing, but not idempotent.
Both opening and closing are translation invariant, monotonically increasing and idempotent.
A fundamental proposition of mathematical morphology is theMatheron representation: a filter
is translation invariant and increasing if and only if it can be expressed as a union of erosions by its
kernel elements, i.e.,
*(S) = IJ{5 eB:Be Ker[*]} (2.14)
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where the kernel Ker[] is defined as follows,
Ker[V] = {S :0e *(5)} (2.15)
The nonredundant version of Eq. 2. 14 takes the form,
tf(S) = U{5eJB:SeBas[*]} (2.16)
where Bas[\I/], the basis of ty, is a minimal class of structuring elements within the kernel.
A binary operator fy is called an algebraic opening if it is increasing, antiextensive and idempo
tent. If ^ is also translation-invariant, then it is called T-opening. The invariant class, Inv[\I/], of a
r-opening is composed of all sets for which \&(5) = S. Subset B is called a base for Inv[^] if it is
the closure of B under translation and union. A corresponding representation for r-openings is: \fr
is r-opening if and only if there exists a class of sets B such that,
#(S) = |J SoB (2.17)
where B is a base for Inv[^].
Set 5 is B-open if S o B = S. In other words, set S is invariant with respect to B. If set A is
5-open, then S o .4 C S o B for any set S. If tE is E-open for all t > 1 if and only ifE is convex
[Matheron, 1975]. Moreover, if E is compact and convex, S o rE C S o
sE1for r > s > 0.
A granulometry is a family {^t}, i > 0, of mappings such that (i) \ft is increasing, (ii) ^t is
antiextensive, and (iii) *r*s = *s*r = *max(r,s)- Fort = 0, define $o(S) = S. If *t is
translation invariant, {\&t} is a r-granulometry and if \T/t satisfies the Euclidean condition ^t{S) =
t^i(S/t), {^t} is a Euclidean granulometry. There is a representation theorem [Matheron, 1975]:
a family of mappings {*t}, t > 0, is a Euclidean granulometry if and only if there exists a class B
of sets such that
*t(5)= (J l)SrB (2.18)
BeBr>t
B is called a generator of the granulometry. Assuming the sets in B are compact, then a key theorem
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[Matheron, 1975] states that the double union of Eq. 2.18 reduces to the single union
$t(5)= \J SotB (2.19)
BeB
if and only if the sets in B are convex, in which case we shall say the granulometry is convex. The
single union represents a parameterized r-opening. Some key properties of ^>t: r > s implies
^r{S) C ^s(S); r > s implies Inv[^r] c Inv[v]/S]; tyt is an algebraic opening; if B consists of
connected sets and Si, S2, ... are mutually disjoint compact sets, then
*t(U$) = U*t() (2-20)
i=l i=l
A granulometry that distributes over disjoint unions will be called distributive granulometry.
2.2 Pattern Spectrum and Optimal r-opening Parameters
In this section, we will also briefly review the concept of pattern spectrum and its application to
the optimal r-opening filter design. In the section, we will introduce an image model: union of
signal grains and noise grains. If these grains are disjoint, then the pattern spectra parametric
estimation produces exactly the optimal value of the parameter. For more details, see reference
[Dougherty, 1992c].
Let a[S] denote the measure (area) of the image Sand {^r(S)} be a granulometry of the image.
Then, {o;[\]/r(S)]} is a decreasing sequence. Let,
(0 =1-^ (2.2!)a[SJ
An important property of Eq. 2.21 is that $(r) is a probability distribution function (PDF) and its
derivative d&(r) is a probability density [Matheron, 1975]. 3> and d$ are usually called size distri
butions or pattern spectra. The moments of d$ are widely used for image analysis [Serra, 1983],
shape analysis [Maragos, 1989], and texture classification [Dougherty, 1992g] [Chen, 1993b] and
[Chen, 1994].
Consider an observed image to be a union of signal and noise, S U N , and the signal and noise
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possess pattern spectra which are given by,
$sM = 1 - a[ttr(S)]/a[S]
$N(r) = l-a[%(N)]/a[N] (2.22)
Our task is to find an optimal value r such that the estimator of signal, S = \l/~(S U iV), minimizes
the symmetric-difference error,
e(r) = a[SAS] = a[(S - S) U (S - S)] (2.23)
It is clear that *r(S) C S C S U .V. If it happens that S <E Jm)[*r], then the previous inequality
becomes S C S C S U N Assuming that S and N are disjoint, Eq. 2.23 then can be simplified by
using Eqs. 2.22 and 2.20,
e(r) = a[W](l -$*,(>)) +a[S]$5M
= eN(r) + es(r) (2.24)
If the pattern spectra $5 and $^ are differentiable, then the extrema ofEq. 2.24 can be obtained by
taking the derivative with respect to r and then letting e'{r) to zero. Or,
a[S]d<f>s{r) = a[N}d$N(r) (2.25)
If the pattern spectra are not differentiable, the optimal value of r is found by minimizing Eq. 2.24
over r
As an example of the disjoint image model, suppose signal S and noiseN are modeled as unions
of some independent translates of a random compact, connected primitive set B:
u,
S = [JsB + Xi
i=i
b
N = [jnB + Vj (2.26)
3=1
where s (n) is the signal (noise) grain sizing parameter and it possesses a known probability dis-
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tribution fs(s) (/^(n)), and a and b are the number of signal grains and number of noise grains,
respectively. Let *r(S) = S o B, the expected error resulting from erroneously eliminated signal
grains by \I/r is,
E[es(r)} = E[a]a[B] f s2fs(s)ds (2.27)
Jo
and the expected error resulting from noise grains not eliminated by ^fr is,
/oo
n2fN(n)dn (2.28)
The optimal value of r is the one which minimizes
E{e(r)} = a[B] (E[a]
J"
s2fs(s)ds + E[b]
J
n2fN{n)dnj (2.29)
Equation 2.25 or 2.29 suggests that the optimal parameterized r-opening can be easily obtained when
pattern spectra of signal and noise are known. However, when the image model is not disjoint, there
is no reduction from Eq. 2.23 to Eq. 2.24. Ref. [Dougherty, 1992c] derived an error bound when
Eq. 2.24 or 2.29 is employed for optimal filter design. The other limitation of the approach is the
assumption of consistency between image and granulometric generators. As given from Eq. 2.26,
the granulometric generator must be B since the image is generated by using randomly placed B.
A discrete random boolean set approach of finding optimal nonincreasing filters has been pro
posed by [Dougherty, 1995a], [Handley, 1995a] and [Handley, 1995b], where observed images are
generated by the germ-grain model. In otherwords, an image is generated by Poisson points (germs)
and random shapes (grains) from a primary grain placed at each Poisson point. The germ-grain
model is formed by taking the union of the sets output from the Boolean model. The probability den
sity of awindowed observation from the image generated by the germ-grain model can be completed
determined via recursive probability expressions. The maximum-likelihood estimation is applied to
obtain the process intensity and the parameters governing the grain sizes. Furthermore, due to the
equivalence between the runlength description of the germ-grain model and the intensity and shape
parameter distribution of the Boolean model, the optimal filter via runlength analysis can be obtained
by computing the conditional expectation. Another advantage of this Boolean model approach is no
overlapping constraint.
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customers arriving
Queueing System
(service station)
served customers leaving
Figure 2-1: A general queueing system.
2.3 Queueing System Preliminaries
Queueing systems are the study of randomness of arrival and service combined with the orderli
ness of waiting and interconnection. In this section, we will briefly review some basic concepts of
queueing systems, Markov chains and finally we will discuss a special case: birth and death pro
cesses. For the basics of queueing systems, see References [Kleinrock, 1975], [Kleinrock, 1976],
[Gross, 1985] and [Pala, 1976]. For detailedMarkov chain theory, see References [Freedman, 1971]
and [Kemeny, 1976]. For the basics of probability theory, random processes and stochastic pro
cesses, see References [Feller, 1971], [Feller, 1968], [Parzen, 1960] and [Bhat, 1972].
2.3.1 Basic Queueing Concepts and Markov Process
A typical queueing system is shown in Fig. 2- 1 . The arrival of customers is usually a stochastic pro
cess, the mean value (either the mean arrival rate or themean interarrival time) being the typical mea
sure of the process, so too is the service process. Some concerns related to the arrival process are bulk
incoming, impatient customers and stationarity. At the service end, concerns are state-dependent
service rate, batch service, etc. The disciplines of queueing, the manner by which customers are se
lected for service, are first come first service (FCFS), last come first serve (LCFS), priority schemes
or other general disciplines. The queue may have a physical limitation, or capacity, such that no
further customers are allowed to enter the system if it is full.
The common stochastic queueing models assume that the arrival and service rates possess the
Poisson distribution (exponentially distributed inter-arrival time and service time), i.e. the probabil
ity of n arrivals within time length t is,
Pn(t) = 1-J~e , n > 0 (2.30)
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where A is the mean arrival rate. A discrete-parameter stochastic process1 {X(t),t = 0, 1, 2, . . .} is
said to be aMarkov process [Markov, 1907] if for any set of n time points, t\ < t2 < 3 < . . . < tn
within the time domain of the process, the conditional distribution of X(tn), given the values of
X(t),X(t2),. , X(tn-i), depends only on
A"
(t_i), i.e.,
V{X{tn) < xn\X(ti) = xu.... -Y(tn_i) = _!}
= V{X(tn) < xn\X(tn-i) = x_i} (2.31)
Equation 2.3 1 is usually referred as the first orderMarkov property. The A:th orderMarkov property
is similarly defined by,
V{X{tn) < xn\X{tn-i) = xn_i,... .,X{ti) = xi}
= V{X{tn) < xn\X{tn-i) = xn-i, . . . A'(tn_fc) = .xn_fc} (2.32)
A discrete-parameterMarkov process with discrete state space is called a discrete-parameterMarkov
chain. If the value of the random variable Xn is i, then theMarkov chain is said to be in state i after
n transitions with the unconditional state probability pi(n). Let {pij(m,n) = V{Xn = j\Xm =
z},0 < m < n < 00} be the transition probability of the Markov process, then pij(m,n) must
satisfy the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations,
Pij(m,n) = ^2piT(m,k)pTJ(k,n), (m < k < n) (2.33)
r
If theMarkov chain is homogeneous, i.e., the one-step transition probability is independent of n, let
Pij = V{Xn = j\Xn-\ = i}, Eq. 2.33 is reduced to,
Plr'
= T,Ptm)P%-k),<* (2.34)
r
where
plf' is them-step transition probability. The second equality is obtained by letting t = n-m
Continuous-parameter Markov process can be similar defined. See references cited at beginning of the section.
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and s = n - k. The unconditional state probability at step n, pj{n), can be derived from Eq. 2.34
by taking summation over all i,
PJ{n) =
Y.Pr(k)p^-k) (2.35)
r
For a particular important case, let k = n - 1, we have following forward Chapman-Kolmogorov
equations,
Pj(n) = YsPr(n~ !)Pn (2-36)
r
Equation 2.36 will be referred as the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation throughout the thesis. The
backward Chapman-Kolmogorov equation can be derived similarly by letting k = n + 1 in Eq.
2.35.
More frequently, we are interesting in the process after a long period of time, or the long-run be
havior. Consider a discrete-parameter Markov chain, the limiting distribution or steady-state prob
ability is,
lim p{] =7T7, foralH (2.37)
mt-oo >
The relation in Eq. 2.37 can be verified by using Eq. 2.36 by recursion to the initial state probability.
Equation 2.36 also provides a way to obtain the steady-state probability, i.e.,
lim Vj(n) =
Y^
lim p[n l^prj or,
n->oo J ^' n-i-oo J
r
IXj = y^ TTrPrj for all j (2.38)
r
Together with the boundary condition \- ttj = I, the steady-state probability ttj can be obtained.
A Markov chain is said to be irreducible if every state is accessible from every other state. A
subset C of the set of all states in a Markov chain is said to be closed if no one-step transition is
possible from any state in C to Cc. If there is only one state in such a C, then it is called an absorbing
state. A state in a Markov chain is said to be recurrent if the system will return to the state with
probability of 1 after leaving it. or the following probability fj is equal to 1 ,
oo
h = E/]n)
n=\
oo
= y^ P{stait from j and first time return to j after n transitions} (2.39)
n=l
If fj < 1 then the state j is called transient. If the mean recurrent time, Yl^Li n/j equals to oo,
then the state j is said to be null recurrent, if the mean recurrent time is less than oo then it is said to
be positive recurrent.
There is an important theorem which relates the concept of ergodicity, limiting probability and
stationary probability. It states as follows: if a Markov chain is irreducible, aperiodical and homo
geneous, the limiting probabilities tt, = lim^oo ity always exist and are independent of the ini
tial state probability distribution. Moreover, if the above Markov chain is also positive recurrent,
the stationary probabilities ttj are uniquely determined through Eq. 2.38 and its boundary condition
J2j Kj = 1. Also, the above process is ergodic and its limiting distribution equals to the stationary
distribution.
2.3.2 Birth-Death Process
A very important special class ofMarkov chains is the birth-death process. We begin by defining the
state probabilities, pn(t) = ^population is at size n at time i}. The assumption is that the deaths
and births are independent (from Markov property) and transitions take place to nearest neighbors
only. Let A^ be the birth rate and pk be the death rate at which births and deaths, respectively, occur
when the population is of size k. During an time interval (i, t + At), the population will be at size
k if one of the following three events occurred:
1 . there are k in population at time t and no net change during At,
2. there are k 1 in population at time t and there is a birth during Ai, and
3. there are k + 1 in population at time t and there is a death during Ai.
Above transitions are depicted in Fig. 2-2. Hence, for A; > 1, we have a difference equation for
Pk(t),
Pk(t + Ai) = Pk(t)[l - XkAt}[l - pkAt] +pk+l(t)[pk+1At}[l - Afc+iAi]
+pjt_i(t)[Afc_iAt][l - pk-iAt] + o(Ai) (2.40)
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time t time t + At
Figure 2-2: State transition diagram.
and for k = 0,
Po(t + At) = p0(i)[l - A0Ai] +Pl(t)[p1At][l - AiAt] + o(Ai) (2.41)
The corresponding differential-difference equations are obtained by moving pk{t) from right-hand
side to the left in both Eqs. 2.40 and 2.41 , dividing by Ai, and then taking the limit as Ai approaches
0,
dpk{t) _
dt
dpojt) _
dt
-(Afc + ^k)Pk{t) + pk+ipk+i(t) + Xk-ipk-i{t) k>l
-X0p0(t) + pxpi{t)
(2.42)
Equation 2.42 is another form of the forward Chapman-Kolmogorov equation as given in Eq. 2.36.
The stationary probability is found by letting the left-hand side of Eq. 2.42 be zero (independent of
time), i.e.,
0 = -{Xk + pk)pk + pk+1pk+1 + Xk_ipk_i k>l
0 = -A0po + AHPi
(2.43)
These equations in Eq. 2.43 determine the stationary probability, and if the birth-death process sat
isfies the proper conditions, the solution is equivalent to the steady-state probability. The solution of
Eq. 2.43 is,
fc-i A,-
Pk = po n
r=0 k+i
fc = l,2,... (2.44)
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^ =
ooL .
(245)
k=l i=0 ^+1
The existence of the steady-state probabilities pk is guaranteed if the birth-death process is ergodic,
or if there exists some ko such that
< 1, forallA;>A:o (2.46)
We leave this section by noting that it is not important to know the system state after a long pe
riod, but the steady-state distribution. So too for the adaptive system. From a probabilistic point of
view, an adaptive filtermay oscillate around a set of parameters rather than settle down at them. This
important observation implies that the long-run state probabilities are the proper descriptors of the
adaptive filter.
2.4 Adaptive Least-Mean-Square Algorithms
The study of adaptive filters is an extension of the study of the optimal filter. Since the adaptive
filter is a self-adjusting filter which relies on a recursive algorithm, it is possible for the filter to per
form in a non-stationary situation, or an unknown environment. The literature on adaptive filters,
particularly on adaptive signal filters, spans more than thirty years. In this section, only the funda
mental algorithms, the steepest descent and the least-mean-square algorithms, will be reviewed. For
comprehensive studies on adaptive linear filters, see references [Haykin, 1991], [Widrow, 1985] and
[Kailath, 1980].
Suppose a signal X{ is considered to be the input (or the observation) of some system with a set
of weights {wo,w\, . . . ,wn-i}. If the system is linear and designed to estimate the desired signal,
denoted as di, we have the filter output y;,
71-1
3=0
= wTx(i) (2.47)
where we write
wT
= (wQ, wu . . . , wb-i) and xT{i) = (xh Xi-U . . . ,x^^). The superscript T
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denotes the transpose of the matrix or vector. The estimation error of the system is,
e(i) = di- \ji
= di-wTx() (2.48)
If the input x; and the desired signal a\ are jointly stationary, then the MSE of the filter is,
CMSE = E[e2(i)}
= rdd - wTrld - r^w + wTRXIw (2.49)
where rdd = E[d2], rxd = E[x.di] and RIX = j5[xxt], The optimum value of the weight wopt can
be quickly derived by minimizing Eq. 2.49,
R-xxW0pi = vxd (2.50)
It is also calledWiener-Hopf equation. However, for an adaptive filter, the weight vectorw is chang
ing with time i, orw(i). Therefore, equation 2.49 must be re-written into,
CmseH) = E[e2(i)}
= rdd - w(i)rrxd - r^w(z) +
wT(i)~Rxxw (i) (2.51)
Due to the nonstationary nature of the estimation error, the simplest method of optimization is the
method of steepest descent. According to the method, the update value of the weight vector at time
n + 1 is computed by following recursive relation,
w(n + 1) = w(n) - -pVCMSE
= wW - 2^~2Txd + 2R*zw(n))
= w(n) + p(rxd - ~Rxx-w(n)) (2.52)
where in the first equality, the correction term to the weight vector is taken to be the negative of the
gradient vector (the direction of the steepest descent) of the estimation error. The constant p is often
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Figure 2-3: DPCM coding.
called step-size parameter, which determines the stability of the algorithm. It can be derived that the
convergence condition of the steepest-descent algorithm must satisfy following constraint,
e(n+l) = {I- pR)e(n) (2.53)
where e(n) = w(n) wopt, I is the identity matrix. Equation 2.53 leads to the necessary and suffi
cient condition of step-size parameter p for the convergence of the steepest descent algorithm,
0 < p <
Ar
(2.54)
where Xmax is the largest eigenvalue of the correlation matrix Rxx.
The difficulty of using the method of steepest descent is that it assumes the correlation matrix
Rxx and the cross-correlation vector rxd known. The alternative method which does not require the
correlation matrix and vector is the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm. The basic procedure of
LMS algorithm is very similar to the steepest descent algorithm. However, instead of using the Rxx
and rxd, the instantaneous estimates based on sample values are used, i.e.,
Rxx(^) = x(n)xT(n)
rxd(n) = x{n)d{n) (2.55)
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Figure 2-4: Adaptive DPCM coding.
Therefore, equation 2.52 is simplified to,
w(n+l) = w(n) + px(n)[dn - xr(n)w(n)]
= w(n) + /ix(n)e(n) (2.56)
Equation 2.56 is much simpler than that of steepest descent algorithm: it does not use the correlation
matrix R, and it takes less computation work as well. However, the LMS algorithm must use the
desired reference signal dn. The convergence of the LMS algorithm can be derived similar to Eqs.
2.53 and 2.54.2 The derivation ofEqs. 1.1 to 1.4 in Chapter 1 is an example of directly applying the
LMS algorithm to a nonlinear filtering problem.
Differential Pulse-code modulation (DPCM) is one of the applications in which an adaptive
method can be efficiently applied. The typical predictive coding scheme is shown in Fig. 2-3, where
the predictor is designed to use the adjacent samples of the input signal to predict the next input sam
ple. The resulting optimal prediction error possesses a significantly smaller variance than that of the
input signal, thus the quantizer will produce a smaller quantization error. In order to achieve a bet
ter compression rate for the nonstationary nature of speech signal, an adaptive predictor is used as
shown in Fig. 2-4, in which a LMS type adaptive algorithms may be used. The detail of adaptive
DPCM (ADPCM) can be found in Ref. [Benvenuto, 1986].
2The definitions of each term in Eq. 2.53 are different for LMS algorithm, where RXI = E[x(n)xT (n)] and e(n)
E[(w(n) wopt]. The derivation involves the independence theory. See [Haykin, 1991] for details.
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In the next three chapters, we will utilize all the four subjects briefly reviewed here, i.e., mathe
matical morphology, granulometric parameter optimization, queueing theory and adaptive filtering
algorithms to study the properties of adaptive morphological filters. It is important to note that the
adaptive filters discussed in this chapter are linear filters, while morphological filters are typically
nonlinear ones. Our objective is to employ the results from queueing theory to study properties of
nonlinear adaptive filters, in particular, adaptive algorithms applied to morphological opening filters.
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Chapter 3
Adaptive Single Parameter Openings
In this chapter, we will briefly review the image model and the optimal reconstructive r-opening fil
ter. Then we will define the granulometric measure of the grains in the image. The theory of adaptive
reconstructive r-opening filters will be rigorously developed in the context ofMarkov chains with
convergence being characterized via the steady-state distribution of the filter parameter. Optimiza
tion and adaptation of the filter are characterized in terms of the distribution of the signal and noise
granulometric measures. Basic filter characteristics, such as parameter mean, parameter variance,
filter expected error, will be derived. Furthermore, various scanning modes and their corresponding
arrival probabilities will be discussed and the relevant Chapman-Kolmogorov state equations will
be developed. The interpretation of our queueing model in terms of usual birth-death model will
be given in the chapter. Both analytical results derived from uniform distribution case and classi
cal grain separation applications will demonstrate a strong agreement between the parameter in the
steady state and the optimal parameter value based on the error minimization.
3.1 Optimal r-Opening Filters
The fundamental r-opening optimization problem for random Boolean images degraded by random
Boolean union noise can be phrased in the following manner. Let A and B be independent random
variables whose ranges are the natural numbers. The pure signal S is modeled as a union ofA inde
pendent translates of a random compact, connected primitive set X and the noiseN is modeled as a
union ofB independent translates of a random compact, connected primitive set Y that is indepen-
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dent ofA:
,4
S = [JXi + Xi
i=i
B
N = {jYJ+yj (3-D
3=1
whereX\ , A~2 , . . . , A'^ are independent and identically distributed with X,Y\,Y2,. ,Yb are inde
pendent and identically distributed with Y, and xi, x2, , xa, 1/i, J/2) i UB are random locations.
The observed image is 5 U N. Given a finitely generated distributive, convex Euclidean granulom
etry defined by Eq. 2. 19, the optimization problem is to find a i for which $t best estimates S from
5 U N. Estimation is optimized relative to the symmetric difference of signal and estimate: i must
be found that minimizes the expectation E[a[^t(S U A")AS]], a being measure (area). Because r-
openings are increasing, the optimization problem is meaningful only if one assumes thatX and Y
ate distributed so that Y tends to be larger than X relative to the granulometric generator.
When
A"
and Y are randomly sized homothetics of fixed compact primitives C and D, signal
and noise take the forms
A
S = (J SiC + Xi
i=\
B
N = [jrijD + yj (3.2)
3= 1
where the sizing parameters s; and rij come from known sizing distributions II5 and Etjv, respec
tively, and all sizings are independent. It is assumed that 11^ lies to the left of lis in the sense
that pjiN < Pns- m section 2.2 of Chapter 2 and also detailed in [Dougherty, 1992c], an ana
lytic solution relative to Eq. 3.2 was derived (Eqs. 2.25 and 2.29) under the assumptions when
^t(SUN) = (SUN)otC.
Since {^4} is distributive, its action on any connected component in an image is independent
of its action on the rest of the image. The reconstructive approach in morphology is to let the out
put image consist of all connected components that do not vanish under opening. By interpreting
r-opening optimization relative to reconstructive r-openings, analytic characterization of the error
and analytic derivation of the optimal filter can be accomplished in the disjoint model when image
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and granulometric generators are dissimilar, and in the nondisjoint model when optimal filtering is
interpreted relative to the degraded image after a segmentation algorithm (e.g., watershed segmenta
tion) has been applied to it [C-Zapan, 1994a, C-Zapan, 1994b]. Since optimization equations result
from geometric probability models underlying image and noise, expectation integrals can involve
extremely complex integration regions, so much so thatMonte Carlo techniques must be employed
for integral evaluation. The problem is especially acute when the segmentation algorithm is used to
separate nondisjoint grains, because the the segmentation causes random alterations of image and
noise grains, thereby increasing the complexity of the underlying probability models.
To circumvent some of these difficulties, the present thesis uses adaptive reconstructive parame
terized r-openings to find a good, if not necessarily the best, filter. Key to any adaptive procedure is
convergence and the focus of the thesis is on convergence and steady-state analysis of the adaptation
process.
3.2 Adaptive r-Opening Filters
Consider the image-noise model S U N according to Eq. 3.1 under the assumption that grains are
disjoint. Let {^t} be a distributive granulometry defined according to Eq. 2.20 and let At be the
filter derived from *t by reconstruction. The output image At(S U N) is composed of a subset of
the grains (connected components) forming S U N. Error results from signal grains erroneously not
passed and noise grains erroneously passed.
Error can be expressed in terms of the granulometric sizes ofA and Y. Since At arises by recon
struction from *t, At(X) = X if and only if there exists B e B and a point x such that tB+ x C A.
The {^tj-measure (size) ofA is defined by
Mx = max{s : there exist B eB and x such that sB + X C X}
= max{s : *a(X) + 0}
= max{s : AS(A) = A} (3.3)
The maximum is attained for each realization because X is compact and B contains finitely many
compact sets. Mx is a random variable depending on the distribution ofX. My is similarly defined.
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lf^t{X) = X otB, where B is a ball of radius l.thenMx is the radius of the maximum ball fitting
inside X. If *t(X) = A o tE, where E\ is a line of unit length, then Mx is the length of the
longest line parallel to E fitting inside A. If ^t(X) = (A o tEi ) U (A o i^), where E\ and E2 are
horizontal and vertical lines of unit length, thenMx is the maximum between the longest horizontal
and vertical lines fitting inside A'. Because S andN are generated by the random grains A and Y,
respectively, we may write Ms andM^ in place ofMx and My , respectively.
To adaptively obtain a good filter, we shall initialize the filter Ar and scan S U N in such a
manner as to successively encounter grains. The adaptive filter will be of the form Ar(n), where
n corresponds to the nth grain encountered. When a grain G arrives (is encountered), there are four
possibilities:
(a). G is a noise grain and Ar() (G) = G,
(b). G is a signal grain and Ar(n) (G) =0,
(c). G is a noise grain and Ar(nj (G) = 0,
(d). G is a signal grain and Ar(n) (G) G.
In the latter two cases, the filter has acted as desired; in either of the first two it has not. Consequently,
we employ the following adaptation rule:
i. r > r + 1 if condition (a) occurs,
ii. r -> r - 1 if condition (b) occurs, (3.5)
iii. r > r if conditions (c) or (d) occur.
Each arriving grain determines a step andwe treat r(n) as the state of the system at step n. Since all
grain sizes are independent and there is no grain overlapping, r(n) determines a discrete state-space
Markov chain over a discrete parameter space. Three positive stationary transition probabilities are
associated with each state r:
i. prtr+1=P{N)P{AT(Y)=Y)
ii. pr,r_! = P{S)P(Ar(X) = 0) (3.6)
iii. pT,r = P{S)P(Ar (A) =X)+ P(N)P{Ar (Y) = 0)
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Figure 3-1: State transition diagram.
where P(S) and P(N) are the probabilities of a signal and noise grain arriving, respectively.
The transition probabilities possess direct interpretations in terms of granulometric measure:
i. pr,r+1 = P(N)P{MN > r)
ii. pr,r_! = P(S)P(MS < r) (3.7)
iii. pr^r = P(S)P{MS >r) + P(N)P(MN < r)
We employ these formulations of the transition probabilities because they directly involve the prob
ability distribution functions for the random variables Ms and Mn, namely, P(Ms < r) and
P(Mn < r). Figure 3-1 shows a node in the state diagram for the Markov chain r(n). For clar
ity, we develop the theory with rasa nonnegative integer and transitions of plus or minus one; in
fact, r need not be an integer and transitions could be of the form r > r + u and r > r u, where
u is some positive constant.
Equivalence classes of the Markov chain are determined by the distributions of Ms and Mjq.
To avoid trivial anomalies, we assume distribution supports are intervals with endpoints as < bs
and ajst < 6jv. where 0 < as, 0 < a^, and it may be that as = oo or bjsr = oo. We also assume
a/v < as < bjx < bs- Nonnull intersection of the supports insures that the adaptive filter does not
trivially converge to an optimal filter that totally restores the signal. There are four cases regarding
state communication.
Suppose as < 1 and bpj = oo: then the Markov chain is irreducible since all states communi
cate (each state can be reached from every other state in a finite number of steps). Suppose as > 1
and bit = oo: then, for each state r < as, r is accessible from state s if s < r, but s is not ac-
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cessible from r; on the other hand, all states r > as communicate and form a single equivalence
class. Suppose as < 1 and b^ < oo: then, for each state r > bw,r is accessible from state 5 if
s > r, but s is not accessible from r; on the other hand, all states r < b_y communicate and form
a single equivalence class. Suppose 1 < as < b^ < oo: then states below as are accessible from
states below themselves, but not conversely, states above b?j are accessible from states above them
selves, but not conversely, and all states r such that as < r < b^ communicate and form a single
equivalence class. In sum, the states between as and bpf form an irreducible equivalence class C of
the state space and each state outside C is transient. With certainty, the chain will eventually enter
C and once inside C will not leave. Thus, we focus our attention on C. Within C, the chain is irre
ducible and aperiodic. If it is also positive recurrent, then it will be ergodic and possess a stationary
(steady-state) distribution.
3.3 Steady-State Distribution
We prove the existence of a steady-state distribution and determine its form. If bpf < oo, the state
space is finite and the Markov chain must be positive recurrent and have a stationary distribution.
Thus, we concentrate on the case where b^ = oo. Without loss of generality, assume as < 1 so that
the length chain is irreducible and aperiodic over the state space 0,1,2,.... The Markov chain has
a stationary distribution if and only if there exists a sequence {pk} such that
oo
Pk = ^PjPj,k (3.8)
3=0
for k = 0, 1, . . . and
Y,Pi = 1 (3-9)
3=0
the stationary distribution being (po,Pi,P2, ) (refer to Eq. 2.38).
Letting Xk = P(N)P{MN > k) and pk = P(S)P{MS < k), the transition probabilities of
Eq. 3.7 become pr,r+i = Xr,pTtT-\ = pT, andp,.^ = 1 Ar pr. For r = 0, there are only two
possible transitions, r > r and r > r + 1, so that <^o = 0. Thus, the equations of Eq. 3.8 take the
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(3.10)
form
0 = P1P1 - X0po
0 = Ar_ipr_i + pr+ipr+i - (Ar + pr)pr r > 1
Notice Eq. 3. 10 has the same form ofEq. 2.43. Therefore, solving iteratively and using the boundary
condition of Eq. 3.9 yields the same solution as given in Eqs. 2.44 and 2.45. However, Eqs. 3.8
and 3.9 are satisfied by (po,Pi, ) so long as the infinite sum in Eq. 2.45 converges. To establish
convergence, note that lim^oo P(MN > k - 1) = 0, lim^oo P{MS < k) = 1, P(S) > 0, and
P{N) > 0, ensures there exists ko and q < 1 such that
Afc-i
=
P(N)P{MN > k - 1)
pk P(S)P(MS < k)
P(N)P(MN > fc0 - 1)
P(S)P(MS < kQ)
q<l
<
(3.11)
for k > ko. Convergence of an infinite series is unaffected by any finite number of terms. Hence,
we need only consider the sum from ko to oo. Applying Eq. 3.11 yields
En
r=ko k=l
Xk-l
Pk
= E
r=k0
oo
< E
r=ko
k0-l
k0-l
Afc-1 TT ^fc-1
/t=i
k0-l
n
X
to k=ko Mfc
Afc-1 r-fcn+1
Pk
=
n^Ek-fco+i
fe=i ^ r=ko
=
q TT -1 (3.12)
If Eq. 2.45 is re-written as
Po ko l r
i+En
Afc-i
=i jfc=i to
En
r=fco /c=l
Afc-
P-k
(3.13)
thus, by applying the result from Eq. 3.12, the infinite sum in Eq. 3. 13 converges, in other words,
p0 > 0. Having rigorously established the existence and form of the steady-state distribution via a
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basic theorem on countably infinite Markov chains, we wish, for the purpose of engineering intu
ition and later reference, to arrive at the distribution via the state probabilities. Let pr (n) denote the
probability that the system is in state r at step n. According to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
and the transition probabilities of Eq. 3.7,
Pr(n + 1) = pr_ltrpr_x(n) + Pr+l,rPr+l{n) + Pr,rPr(n)
= P(N)P(MN >r- l)pr-i (n) + P(S)P{MN <r + l)pr+1 (n)
+{P{S)P{MS > r) + P{N)P{MN < r))pr{n) (3.14)
Using the probability relations P(S) + P(N) = 1, P(MS > r) = 1 - P(MS < r), and P{MN <
r) = 1 - P{MN > r) yields
Pr(n + 1) - Pr(n) = P(N)P(MN>r-l)Pr^{n)+P(S)P(A4s < r + l)pr+1(n)
-(P(S)P(MS <r)+ P(N)P(MN > r))Pr(n)
= Xr-ipr-i(n) + pr+ipr+i{n) - (Ar + pr)pr(n) (3.15)
for r > 1. For r = 0, p-i(n) = 0 and po 0 yield the initial state equation
Po(n+ 1) -po(n) = MiPi(^) - AoPoW (3.16)
Equations 3.15 and 3.16 are the forward Kolmogorov equations for the system. In the steady state,
the left-hand sides of Eqs. 3.15 and 3.16 become 0, so that these equations form the system given in
Eq. 3.10. Proceeding as above yields the solution of Eqs. 2.44 and 2.45, so long as po > 0, which
is what has been proven previously.
Solution of the forward Kolmogorov equations in the steady state is the typical approach em
ployed in queueing theory [Kleinrock, 1975], [Gross, 1985]. Its justification results from the fact
that, in the present circumstances, it leads to precisely the same system that must be solved to rig
orously demonstrate existence and derive the stationary distribution. Queueing intuition is most ap
propriate because we can view the opening parameter as the number of elements in a queue. In the
usual queueing model the parameter space is continuous, rather than discrete; however, in section
3.7, we will point how a scanning model can lead to the standard birth-death model that arises in
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many queueing processes.
Having established convergence of the adaptive filter, in the sense that it reaches a steady state,
key characteristics are its parameter mean and variance in the steady state. In the steady state, r is a
random variable. To indicate it randomness, we will sometimes write R. Its mean and variance are
PR = J2rPr = J2
r=0 r=l
nA/c-1
. fc=i to
(3.17)
oo
O-h = YIR
r-1 L fc=l
'
' ? . T PO I I
-
Pk
nXk-
r
2 TT Ak-l
r i i -Pr (3-18)
Both mean and variance exist. In fact, R has finite moments of all orders. This can be shown by an
argument similar to that employed in Eq. 3.12, the only difference being that, rather than the bound
being in terms of a sum involving qT , it is in terms of a sum involving rmqr, where m is the moment
of interest.
Viewing the adaptive filter as a system, the steady-state probabilities can be used to describe
system error. When a grain arrives, error occurs if r -> r -I- 1 or r > r 1, since these transitions
mean Ar as erroneously passed a noise grain or erroneously not passed a signal grain. Thus, the
probability of a grain error, which we call the system error, is given by
psys = 1 Y. ^{no transition to another state}
all states
oo oo oo
= i - Ep^.* = E^Ai +E^^ (3.19)
i=0 i=0 i=l
3.4 Arrival Probability
Transition probabilities depend on the arrival probabilities P{S) and P{N), which in turn depend
on the grain-selection protocol. We consider three selection protocols.
In weighted randompoint selection, points in the image frame are randomly selected until a point
in S U N is chosen, Ar is applied to the grain containing the chosen point, and a transition ensues.
The process is repeated to generate a sequence of arriving grains. For this protocol,
p{s) = E[A]E[a[X])
E[A]E[a[X]} + E[B]E[a[Y}]
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P(N) =
E[B]E[a[Y}} (320){ '
E[A]E[a[X]] + E[B]E[a[Y}}
The protocol is "weighted" because the measures of signal and noise are taken into account. More
over, the sizing parameter distribution of the primary grain may be altered if the selection with re
placement protocol is adopted (Appendix A.5 provides a derivation if such a modification is re
quired). If T denotes total image area, then the denominators in Eq. 3.20 represent E[T}.
For unweighted random point selection, each grain in S U N is labeled and labels (grains) are
uniformly randomly selected with replacement. For this protocol, P(S) = JE'[v4]/('[A] + E[B])
and P{N) = E[B]/(E[A] + E[B}). This protocol is
"unweighted" because measures of signal and
noise are not taken into account.
In horizontal scanning, the image is horizontally scanned at randomly chosen points along the
side of the image frame. A grain is encountered if and only if it is cut by the scan line. The scan line
traverses the entire width of the image frame so that on any scan there might be several transitions. A
full scan is necessary, else larger grains might
"block"
smaller grains. If is H the projection operator
onto a vertical line, then
p(5) _
E[A)E[a[H(X)}]
E[A]E[a[H(X)]} + E[B]E[a[H{Y)]]
P{N) =
E[B)E[a[H(Y)}]
1 ' E[A]E[a[H(X)]]+E[B]E[a[H{Y)]]
V' ;
In Eq. 3.20, a denotes area; in Eq. 3.21, it denotes length since H projects two-dimensional sets
into one dimension. It is common to scan progressively down the image frame. While this leads to
an adaptive procedure, the preceding probabilities do not apply because there is conditioning: if a
signal grain is hit by a scan line, there is increased probability that it will be hit on the next scan line.
Such conditioning violates the Markov condition.
Subsequent examples (excluding the section on digital raster scanning) employ weighted random
point selection because this protocol is most consistent with the dependency of the error criterion
on signal and noise areas. Unweighted random point selection results in simpler expressions but
does not take areas into account. Horizontal scanning makes grain arrival dependent on orientation.
For instance, if signal grains have larger areas than noise grains but their horizontal projections are
shorter than horizontal projections of noise grains, then noise grains will be chosen more frequently,
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thereby biasing the adaptive procedure away from optimality.
3.5 Filter Errors
For filter Ar , error is given by
e[r] = E[A]E[U] + E[B]E[V] (3.22)
where U = m[X] ifMx < r. U = 0 ifMx >r,V = m[Y] ifMy > r, and V = 0 ifMy < r
[C-Zapan, 1994b]. Optimization is achieved by finding r to minimize e[r\. Minimization can be
problematic because Eq. 3.22 involves expectation integrals having quite complicated domains of
integration depending on My1 and My1 However, ifX and Y are governed by the random vari
ables Z and W, respectively, and both Mx and My are strictly increasing functions of Z and W ,
respectively, then Eq. 3.22 takes the tractable form,
/M~1(r) /-oo
e[r]=E[A]
'
a[X](z)fz(z)dz + E[B] a[Y](z)fw(w)dw (3.23)
Jo JM~l{r)
In general, A and Y are random vectors and e[r] takes a more complicated form as given in
[C-Zapan, 1994b]. An important situation in which Mx and My are strictly increasing is when
X = c(Z)C and Y = d(W)D, where c and d are strictly increasing functions and C and D
are convex, compact sets. To further simplify the expression in Eq. 3.23, let the signal and noise
take the form given in Eq. 3.2 with C D B, disjoint grains, and sizing parameters having
densities fs and /at, respectively. For unweighted random point selection (for an area measure,
a[rC] = r2a[C]), Eq. 3.23 reduces to
= E[T]
p(s) r 2, ,u , p(N)rr P( ) f^ z2fs(z)dz + -A^- j w2fN(w)dwlPs] JU Pn (3.24)
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Figure 3-2: Uniform distributions of noise and signal grain measure.
where p$ and p^N are the uncentered second moments of lis and IIjv, respectively, and where to
ease notation in this simple model we write fs and fw in place of fz and fw, respectively.
From the standpoint of optimization, the key error measure of the adaptive filter is ^je^]], where
expectation must be applied owing to state randomness in the steady state, i.e.,
E[e[r]] = ye[r]pr (3.25)
?-=o
The optimal value of r, say f , is found by minimizing Eq. 3.23 or 3.25. Expected cost of adaptivity
can be measured by ^[e[r-]] e[r], which must be nonnegative. Even if the cost is very small, actual
filtering is done with some choice of r, so actual cost, e[r] e[f], is a random variable and filter
goodness is therefore dependent on both expected cost and state variance.
3.6 Example: Homothetic Model
3.6.1 A Uniform Model
Let lis and Un be continuous uniform densities over [a, b] and [c, d], respectively, where a < c <
b < d and where for convenience, a, b, c, and d are integers (see Fig. 3-2). Letmg = (d c)~l and
tun = {b a)~l. The effective state space for the parameter r is [c, b] because all other states are
transient and r will move into [c, b] and remain there. Owing to uniformity,
rb
Xk = P{N)P(MN > k) = P{N) mNdx = mNP(N)(b-k)
1 K
rk
pk = P{S)P(MS < k) = P(S) J msdx = msP{S){k - c) (3.26)
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The denominator of Eq. 2.45 becomes
e n +1
r=c+l fc=c+l Pk
* J, P(N)mN(b-k + l)
6-c
E
i=i
b-c
n
i=i
P{N)mrf (b-c)-(j-l)
= E
b-c
P(S)ms \
mNP(N)
i=l
= 1
msP(S)
+ 1
mNP(N)\
msP(S) J
b-c
+ 1
(3.27)
the second equality following from the substitutions i = r c and j = k c and the third following
because the second expression is a binomial expansion. From Eqs. 2.44 and 2.45, the steady-state
probabilities
are1
b r \
n ^+i
r=c+ l k=c+l
:b c\
Pc+i = Pc{ i ) mNP(N)msP(S)
msP(S) \
msP(S)+mNP(N)J
l<i<b-c
b-c
(3.28)
where the derivation ofpc+i is similar to Eq. 3.27.
From Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18, the mean size and size variance are2
b-c
PR = E^ =PcE(C + i)
'b-c"
2=0
mNP(N)
mSP(S) j
o\
c x msP{S) + bx mNP{N)
msP(S)+mNP{N)
msmNP(S)P{N){b - c)
(msP(S)+mNP(N))i
(3.29)
(3.30)
The mean size is a weighted mean of c and b by the weights msP{S) andm^P(N), respectively.
1An alternative method is generating function method which gives the same result as derived here. See Appendix A. 1 .
2See Appendix A.2 for detailed derivation.
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From Eq. 3.19, the system error is, upon some algebraic manipulation,
6-c-l b-c
Psys = E Pc+i^c+i + EPc+i*"c+2
i=0 i=l
msmNP(S)P(N)(b - c)
msP{S) + MNP(N)
= 2{msP(S) + mNP{N))o2R
Dependence of the system error on the steady-state variance shows the manner in which increased
variance increases system errors.
Evaluation ofEq. 3.24 for the uniform densities fs and fN yields filter error in the steady state:
e[r] = E[T]
r
3_c3 fc3_r3
P{S)-, ,+P(N) (3.32)d3 c3 63 a3
Minimization yields the optimal solutions for various conditions:
min{e[r]} = ] [T]P(]V)=^, Mr = c. Jr^S > l^s <333>
Define the discriminant
and also define the two extremes,
-
c6 b*
-
a3
D=nS}__PiNl
d3 c3 63 a3
, P(5) P(JV)Dmax = max d3 c3 ' 63 a3
. f P(5) P(A) )>min = mmj
^,^
-3 | (3.35)
ForD < 0 , the optimum occurs at the upper endpoint b of the interval overwhich the states can vary ;
forD > 0, the optimum occurs at the lower endpoint c; for D = 0, all states in [c, 6] are equivalent,
and hence optimal. These results can be compared with the weighted average giving the mean size
of the adaptive filter (Eq. 3.29). For D < 0, the mean size tends towards b; for D > 0, the mean
tends towards c; for D = 0, the mean is (c + b)/2.
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Equations 3.25 and 3.32 yield steady-state expected error:
P[e(r)]=P[T]
r3
-
c3
, ,
63
-
r3
PiS)^5 + P(N)d3_c3 " 'b3- (3.36)
By replacing Eq. 3.28 into Eq. 3.36, we can obtain a closed form of expected error. However, the
closed form is very complicated and thus we provided following error bound. Notice that ifD = 0,
then
u
DminE[T}(b3
- c3) = E[T] [Pmm(r3 - c3) +
Dmin(b3
-
r3)] pr
Pr (3-37)
r=c
< E[e[r}]=J2E[T)
r=c
b
r3 c3 63 r3
< E[T] [.D,,,,,,^3 - c3) + DmoI(63 - ,')] pr
=
DmaIE[T](63
- c3)
r=c
The optimal filter had an error bounded by the expected steady-state error for the adaptive filter. For
the special case D = 0, the two errors agree because all filters whose parameters lie in the single
recurrent class of the Markov chain have equal error; indeed, for D = 0,
E[e[r]] = E[T\P(N)^^ (3.38)
As an example, let the signal to be a homothetic model and its size be uniformly distributed over
[10, 25) and the noise to be a homothetic model and its size be uniformly distributed over [5, 20).
Also, let P(S) = 2/3 and P{N) = 1/3. By using Eq. 3.28, state probabilities pio, ,p2o can be
obtained (listed in Table 3. 1 , column 1). The mean and variance in the steady-state are pr = 13.333
and a\ = 2.222. The expected error obtained from Eq. 3.36 is E[e[r]] = 0.301P[T]. Note that the
upper and lower bounds of Eq. 3.37 are 0.319P[T] and 0.296P[T], respectively.
3.6.2 A Normal Model
Closed-form representations are obtained in the uniform case; but even in the homothetic case nu
merical approaches must typically be used. Consider the same homothetic image model but now let
the sizing distributions be normal with signal and noise sizes governed by the parameters ps = 20,
cr5 = 3 and pN = 10, a% = 3, respectively. Let P{S) = 2/3 and P(N) = 1/3. From Eq.
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pr pr (raster scanning)
10 0.0173 0.1666
11 0.0867 0.1410
12 0.1950 0.1208
13 0.2601 0.1047
14 0.2276 0.0916
15 0.1365 0.0808
16 0.0568 0.0718
17 0.0162 0.0643
18 0.0030 0.0578
19 0.0003 0.0523
20 0.0000 0.04761
mean 13.3 13.761
variance 2.222 9.364
Table 3.1: State probabilities of uniform model.
2.45, po = 6.9519 x 10~67 All other steady-state probabilities are given in Table 3.2. The mean
and variance in the steady state are pr = 14.46 and aR = 0.772. System error is psys = 0.051,
which means that, in the steady state, about 5. 1 % of the grains are erroneously passed or not passed.
Equations 3.25 and 3.24 yield expected error P[e[r]] = 0.0069P[T]. We calculate e[r] numeri
cally to find the optimal opening3. The optimal size f is found by minimizing e[r] over all r. Errors
are partially tabulated in Table 3.2 (absent the factor E[T]). The optimal value is r = 13.8 with
e[13.8] = 0.00029P[T], which exceeds the adaptive steady-state error P[e[r]].
3.7 Birth-Death Model Interpretation
Having characterized steady-state behavior of the filter, we would like to consider its transient behav
ior prior to reaching the steady state. To facilitate transient analysis, we first approximate the discrete
step Markov chain by a Markov process over continuous time, thereby yielding state probabilities
that are solutions to differential equations.
Consider the weighted random point selection protocol and suppose a random point is selected in
time from the image frame every h time units. In time, random points are selected at h, 2h, 3/i,
3The evaluation of integrations in Eq. 3.24 with normal density function is detailed in Appendix A.3.
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r Pr e[r] r Pr e[r]
0 6.952 xl0~67 0.3330 16 9.873 -02 0.0266
1 2.883 xlO"57 0.3324 17 7.079 -03 0.0587
2 1.454 xlO"48 0.3308 18 1.376 -04 0.1073
3 9.921 xlO"41 0.3269 19 7.133 -07 0.1735
4 1.016 xlO"33 0.3188 20 9.629 -10 0.2550
5 1.730 xlO-27 0.3037 21 3.276 -13 0.3446
6 5.375 xlO"22 0.2789 22 2.693 -17 0.4327
7 3.323 xlO"17 0.2427 23 5.072 -22 0.5100
8 4.412 xlO"13 0.1964 24 2.051 -27 0.5705
9 1.342 xlO"09 0.1444 25 1.650
xlO"-33 0.6129
10 9.860 xlO"07 0.0935 26 2.424
xlO"-40 0.6394
11 1.826 xlO"04 0.0507 27 5.913
xlO"-48 0.6541
12 8.800 xlO"03 0.0204 28 2.167
xlO"-56 0.6614
13 1.133 xlO-01 0.0041 29 1.074 -65 0.6647
14 3.949 xlO"01 0.0005 30 6.474 -76 0.6660
15 3.769 xlO"01 0.0079
Table 3.2: State probabilities of normal model.
Signal grains arrive (are hit) at some of these time points in such a manner that the numbers of
arriving signal grains in disjoint time intervals are independent. If a signal grain has just arrived,
the probability of the next signal grain arriving in
t' time is governed by a geometric distribution
P(E = t') = ps(l Ps) 'h'~1, where ps, the expected proportion of signal area coverage, is
given by ps = E[A]E[a[X]] /1 , where I is the area of the image frame. The probability distribu
tion function for X is given by
\i 1
t'/h
P(E<t') = ps^il-psY
2=1
=
i-(i-ps)*7fc
= (3.39)
Assuming the selection rate is not too slow, meaning h is small, this distribution is approximated by
the same distribution with time continuous, instead of discrete. We take this approximating continu
ous distribution to model the time until the next signal-grain arrival. From Eq. 3.39 we see that this
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interarrival time is governed by an exponential distribution with mean 1/qs, where
gs = log-J (3-40)
h I- ps
Thus, according to a well-known result, the number of signal grains arriving in a given time interval
of length Ai is governed by a Poisson distribution with mean qsAt. An analogous rate q^ applies
to arriving noise grains.
Since the signal-grain arrival process is Poisson, for sufficiently small At the number Qs of
signal-grain arrivals in At time satisfies the following properties:
i. P(QS = 0) = 1 - qsAt + o(At)
ii. P{Qs = l) =qsAt + o(At)
DO
iii. J2P(Qs = k)=o(At) (3.41)
k=2
where lim^t-vo o(At)/At = 0. Similar properties hold forQn, the number of noise-grain arrivals.
Since signal and noise grain counts and areas are independent, the process counting the total number
of arriving grains, both signal and noise, is Poisson with rate qs + qN- Thus the number of grain
arrivals satisfies Eq. 3.41 with qs + qN in place of qs-
Filter adaptation is now determined by aMarkov process having continuous time as the param
eter space for the countably infinite state space giving the filter parameter r. For r > 0, transition
probabilities for an interval [t, t + At] of sufficiently small length are
i. pT,r+\ (t, t + At) = qNAtP(MN > r) + o(At)
ii. pr>r_i(t,t + At) = qsAtP(Ms <r) + o(At)
iii. pr,r(t, t + At) = 1 - {qsP{Ms < r) + qNP{MN > r))At + o(At) (3.42)
All other are transition probabilities are o(At). For r = 0,
iv. po,i{t,t + At) = qNAt + o(At)
v. p0fi{t, t + At) = 1 - qNAt + o(At) (3.43)
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These transition equations describe the standard birth-death process with Xk = qNP{MN > k) and
Pk = qsP(Ms < k). For r = 1, 2, 3, . . . , the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation yields
Pr(t + At) = {pr+lAt + o(At))pr+l{t) + (Xr-lAt + o(At))pr-l{t)
+ (1 - (pr + Xr)At + 0{At))pr{t)
= [pr+lPr+l(t) + Xr-ipr-l{t) - (pr + Xr)pr(t)]{At)
+pr{t) + o(At) (3.44)
Rearranging terms makes the left sidepr(t+At) pr(t). Dividing by At and lettingAt > 0 yields
dpr{t)
dt
dppjt)
dt
= pT+lPr+l(t) + Xr-ipr-l{t) - (pr + XT)pr(t) (3.45)
= pipi{t) - X0p0(t) (3.46)
The right-hand side of Eq. 3.45 is the right-hand side of Eq. 3.15 except that continuous time t re
places the discrete step n. Were we to apply the steady-state condition and let the derivative be 0, then
we would obtain the same steady-state solution as in the discrete case. There are, however, two dif
ferences. First, this time the theory ofMarkov processes would have to be invoked to prove existence
of the steady state. Since the process is birth-death, existence is assured. Second, the birth-death so
lution rests on approximation of the discrete-parameter chain by a continuous-parameter process.
But merely obtaining the same solution via continuous approximation is not our purpose; rather, it
is to use continuous-parameter approximation to study transient behavior.
3.8 Transient Behavior
If the state space is infinite, then solving forjv(t) in Eq. 3.45 is generally quite complicated; how
ever, for a finite state space the form of the solution can easily be written down and solution for actual
values of pT and Ar involves matrix methods. A finite state space results if the distribution ofMn is
has bounded support. Assuming that the state space is limited to [0, u], we need the final differential
equation at v, which is
-^ = A_ lPv_ x (t) - pvpv (t) (3 .47)
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Let p(t) = (p0(t), pi(t), . . . ,p(t)) be the state vector at time t. Then the system of Eq. 3.45 takes
the matrix form
f = A^ (3.48)
/
A =
-A0
Ao
Pi
-Ai
- pi
Ai
M2
-A2
- P2 P3
Xu-2
V
"Aj/-i Pv-\
Xv-\
Pv
-Pv j
(3.49)
The solution is given by p(t) = etAp(-\ where p(0) is the initial state vector [Bhat, 1972]. The ex
ponential determines the manner in which the steady-state distribution is approached and evaluation
of p(t) is reduced to matrix-function computation. We provide only the closed-form solution for a
3-state example to illustrate the transient behavior for an imaging example.
Consider the 3-state system with Ao, Ai, pi, and p2 nonzero. The differential-equation system
from Eq. 3.45 is becomes
{ ^ = -^Po(t) + PlPl(t)
# = X0p0{t) - (Xj + p^poit) + p2P2{t)dt
Pi(t)
dt
(3.50)
AiPi(t) - p2p2{t)
The solution to the system is given by
Po(t)
Pi(t)
P2(t)
A1 + A2ep2t + A3e?3t
Pi Pi Pi
Alhh +
A2h,hAe^t
Pl P2 Pi P2 + Pi
+ A3hiho+Aep3t
Pl P2 + Ai
(3.51)
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Figure 3-3: Transient behavior of state probabilities.
where f32 and (3% are given by
-(A0 + XX+ pi+ p2) \/(Ao + Xi + pi + p2)2 - 4(A0M2 + A0Ai + pip2)
P2,3 = 7, (JOZ)
and .4i, A2, and A3 are constants determined by p(0). The term inside the square root in Eq. 3.52
is always positive.
To illustrate transient behavior, again consider the single-generator homothetic model with uni
form grain sizing. Let the signal grains be uniformly sized over [5, 10] and the noise grains be uni
formly sized over [8, 13]. The Markov process then has a single irreducible class of three states,
namely, C = {8, 9, 10}. Given ps from the image model, the Poisson rate qs is determined from
Eq. 3.40 by choice of h, and similarly for qN- Assume qs = 2 and qN = 1. Then Ao = 2/5,
Ax = 1/5, pi = 2/5, and p2 = 4/5, where 0, 1, and 2 correspond to the states 8, 9, and 10, respec
tively. FromEq. 3.52, /32 = -3/5 and /33 = -6/5. If the initial state vector is p(0) = (1,0,0),
thenEq. 3.51 yields
Po{t)
Pi(t)
- + + Ip-6t/5
9 9 +9
1 _ ^ ~3t/5 _ 2-6t/5
9 9 9 (3.53)
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P2(t) = I - k3t/5 + k6/5
These state probabilities are graphed in Fig. 3-3. From Eqs. 2.44 and 2.45, the steady-state distri
bution is (4/9, 4/9, 1/9). Exponential decay to the steady state is seen in Fig. 3-3.
3.9 Raster Scanning Mode
In previous sections we have modeled the input as a sequence of signal and noise grains. Indepen
dence of arriving grains has resulted in a Markov chain. In digital image processing, it is common
to raster scan the image pixelwise and thereby produce an adjustment at each pixel. Even if grains
are disjoint and their sizes and locations are independent (which we assume), raster scanning will
not yieldMarkovian adaptation because there does not exist independence between adjacent pixels.
If two adjacent pixels lie in a common grain, state transition at the second pixel is not independent
of state transition at the first pixel, nor, if there is a third pixel in the grain, is state transition at the
third pixel independent of state transitions at the first two, and so on. If a signal grain arrives and
there is a string {z\, z2, . . . , zn} of grain pixels along the scan line, there are three possibilities: (1)
when the scan reaches zi the filter passes the grain and r ? r at each pixel in the string, so that total
transition through the string is r > r; (2) when the scan reaches z\ the filter does not pass the grain
and r > r 1, when the scan reaches z2 the filter does not pass the grain and r > r 1, and so on
throughout the entire string, so that total transition through the string is r > r n; (3) when the scan
reaches z\ the filter does not pass the grain and r > r 1, and so on until the scan reaches zm + l,
at which point the grain is passed and total transition for the string is r > r m. Similar reasoning
applies to an arriving noise grain, except pixel transition for a passing noise grain is r ? r + 1.
To place adaptation in theMarkov chain context, we split the system into two parts: conventional
states with homogeneous transitions and independence, and hidden states whose transitions compose
conventional state transitions. Hidden state transitions within in a single conventional state transition
have only one direction, either r > r 1 or r > r + 1. Figure 3-4 shows a system diagram
in which conventional states are circled and transition states are blocked in dashed lines. Another
point concerning the raster scanning model has to do with selection of scan line locations. Recall
that for grain arrivals in the horizontal scanning selection procedure it was necessary to assume that
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Figure 3-4: Hidden State Transitions.
scan line locations along the vertical axis are chosen randomly. The same independence reasoning
applies here and so we make this assumption.
We consider transitions between conventional states, leaving all hidden state transitions as sub
cases within each conventional transition. We assume a single (digital) linear structuring element
along the scanning direction. This linear simplification is not necessary since the raster theory ap
plies to general t-openings; however, it simplifies themodeling explanation, as well as notation. Rel
ative to a single linear structuring element, the granulometric size of a grain is its maximum length
(number of pixels) in the direction of the structuring element. We write Ls and Ln in place ofMs
and Mn, respectively. Owing to discreteness, Ls, Ln > 1, the minimal length of the structuring
element is 1, and the state space is {1, 2, 3, . . .}. Conventional state transitions are of the following
form (see Fig. 3-5 for an illustration of the adaptive procedure):
(i) 1 > r a noise grain arrives and its size is equal to r 1. The transition probability is
Pi,r = P(N)P(LN = r - 1),
(ii) 2 > r a noise grain arrives and its size is equal to r 1. The transition probability is
P2,r = P(N)P(LN = r - 1),
hidden steps:
1. first pixel moves state to 3,
2. second pixel moves state to 4,
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3. (r 2)th pixel moves state to r.
(iii) r 1 ? r a noise grain arrives and its size is equal to r - 1. The transition probability
ispr-hr = P{N)P(LN = r-l),
(iv) r > r a noise grain arrives and its size is less than r or a signal grain arrives and its
size is greater than or equal to r. The transition probability is pr>r = P{N)P(Ln < r) +
P(S)P(LS > r),
(v) r + 1 > r a signal grain arrives and its size is equal to r or equal to 1 . The transition
probability ispr+i,r = P(S)P(LS = r) + P{S)P(LS = I),
(vi) r + 2 > r a signal grain arrives and its size is equal to r or equal to 2, The transition
probability ispr+2,r = P{S)P{LS = r) + P(S)P{LS = 2),
hidden steps:
1 . first pixel moves state r + 2 to r + 1,
2. second pixel moves state r + 1 to r,
3. if size is equal to 2, then it stops because no pixel is available. If size is equal to r, then
it stops because the structuring element fits.
(vii) 2r 1 > r a signal grain arrives and its size is equal to r or r 1. The transition
probability isp2r-i,r = P{S)P{LS = r)+ P(S)P{LS = r-l),
(viii) 2r > r a signal grain arrives and its size is equal to r. The transition probability is
P2r,r = P(S)P(LS = r).
According to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, for r > 2,
pr(n + 1) -pT{n) = -
r-l oo
pT(n) ]T P(S)P(LS = k) +Pr{n) P(N)P(LN = k)
k=l k-r
4r 1 pixels in the run are needed. Otherwise, system will never get to state r
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initial SEr= 4
case: input noise line with size 7
T
step 1 : SE fit, should not,
r< /-+ 1 = 5
T
step 2: SE fit, should not,
r< r+ 1 = 6
T
step 3: SE fit, should not,
r<- r+1 =7
input signal line with size 2
T
step 1 : SE does not fit, should fit,
r< r 1 = 3
T
step 2: SE does not fit, should fit,
r<r-r 1 =2
No more input pixel available
after this step.
T
step 4: SE fit, should not,
r<- r+1 = 8
t
step 5: SE does not fit. r stays.
Same for the rest.
Figure 3-5: Illustration of raster scanning transition.
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2r 2r-l
+ Y. P(S)P(LS = r)pk(n) + Y, P(S)P(Ls = k-r)Pk(n)
k=r+l k=r+l
r-\
+ Y/P(N)P(LN = r-l)Pk(n) (3.54)
fc=i
where terms in the square bracket are from case iv, the second two sums are from cases v through
viii, and the last sum is from cases i through iii. For r = 1,
oo
pi(n + 1) - pi(n) = -pi(n) P(N)P(LN = k) + P(S)P(LS = l)p2(n) (3.55)
fc=i
Proving existence of a steady-state distribution for the infinite system of Eqs. 3.54 and 3.55 has
proven to be difficult. Since our only concern with the raster scanning mode is for digital images,
there is no practical loss in assuming the noise distribution Ln is of bounded support. Under this
assumption, the state space is finite and existence of a steady-state distribution is assured.
Suppose Ls is discretely distributed over [c, oo) and Ln is discretely distributed over [a, b), a <
c < b. Because states less than c are transient, the initial equation becomes
min{c,6e}
pc(n + l)=pc(n)[P(N)P(LN <c) + P(S)P(Ls>c)}+ Pc+k(n)P(S)P(Ls = c)
fc=i
(3.56)
Similar to Eq. 3.15, Equation 3.56 can be reduced to
b-c min{2c,6}
Pc(n + l)-pc(n)=pc(n)YPWP(LN = k)+ Pk(n)P(S)P(Ls = c) (3.57)
k=c k=c+l
In the steady state the Champman-Kolmogorov equations reduce to the system
61 min{2c,6}
0 = -pcYPWP(LN = k)+ Y PkP(S)P(Ls = c)
k=c k=c+l
-
r-1 6-1
0 = - pr^P(S)P(Ls = fc)+PrEP(iV)P(L^ = fc)
k=c k=r
min{2r,6} min{2i 1,6}
+ P(S)P(Ls=r)pk+ P(S)P(Ls=k-r)pk
k=r+l k=r+c
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r-1
+ J2P(N)P(LN = r-l)pk
k=c
(3.58)
To obtain a specific form for the solution, suppose Ls and Ln are discretely uniformly dis
tributed over [c, d) and [a, b), respectfully. Letting ms = {d - c) - 1 and tun = (b a) - I,
the system of Eq. 3.58 reduces to
6-1 min{2c,6}
0 = -PcJ2P(N)mN+ J2 PkP(S)ms
k=c k=c+l
'
r-1 6-1
0 = - prYP(S)ms+PrJ2P(N)mN
k=c k=r
min{2r,6} min{2r-l,6} r_l
+ J2 P(S)mspk+ Y P(S)msPk + J2P(N^mNPk
fc=r+l k=r+c k=c
Letting P(N)rriN = a, P(S)ms = p and b - c = n, we obtain the matrix syste
/ _ na
a
a
a
V a
where
Vc,c+1
(n - l)a - 0
a
a
a
Vc,c+2
Vc+l,c+2
-{n-2)a-2p
a
a
Vc,b
Vc+l,b
Vc+2,b
Pc
Pc+1
Pc+2
m
/ 0 \
0
0
-n& ) \ Pb ) \ 0 j
Vi,j
Vij =
2/3, i + c<j< min{2i - 1, b}
P, min{2z - 1, b} < j < min{2ii, b} 2c < b,
0, j > min{2z,6}
P, j<min{2i,b}
0, j > min{2i, b}
or
2c > b.
(3.59)
(3.60)
(3.61)
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As an illustration, if a = c 1 and 6 = 6, then Eq. 3.60 becomes
/_5a a 0 0 0 0 ^
a -4a - P 2/3 P 0 0
a a -3a -2/3 2/3 2/3 0
a a a -2a- 3/3 2/3 2/3
a a a a a 4/3 2/3
a a a a a -5/3
y1
(3.62)
V
Owing to the probability condition Ya=cPi = 1> or aPc + <-XPc+i + + ctpb = a, the matrix in
Eq. 3.60 can be reduced to upper-triangular form:
fpA (0)
P2 0
P3 0
Pi 0
PS 0
{P6 j V/
/ - na Vc,c+1 ^0,0+2
0 na p Vc+l,c+2 ~ a
0 0 -{n-l)a-2p
0 0 0
Vc,b
Vc+l,b -
Vc+2,b - OL
\f Pc\
Pc+1
Pc+2
\ 0 0 0
( o \
a
a
(3.63)
nP - a J \ pb J \ -a J
The system equation can then be solved iteratively from pb to pc.
To demonstrate the difference between raster scanning and the model we developed previously
(Eq. 3.24 to Eq. 3.38), we again use the same setting for the homothetic model with uniform size
distribution. The steady-state probabilities pio, . . . ,p2o are calculated (listed in Table 3.1 column 2)
from the system equation ofEq. 3.60 with an 11 x 11 matrix. The mean and variance at steady-state
are pr = 13.76 and o\ = 9.364. Compared to the previously obtained result, we see an increase in
variance but a relatively close mean. This is to be expected since the adaptation for raster scanning
adapts according to grain size. Thus it should provide fast adaptation but large variance.
3.10 Applications to Digital Image Processing
We first apply the adaptive method to remove unwanted clutter grains in a simulated environment in
which there is no grain overlap. Figure 3-6 shows a realization of a union process generated in accor-
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Figure 3-6: Random ellipse image
dance with Eq. 3.1. There are 200 signal grains (black), each being a randomly rotated ellipse with
major axis As, minor axis Bs, andAs/Bs = 3, whereAs is normally distributed with mean 20 and
variance 2. There are 200 noise grains (gray), each being a randomly rotated ellipse with major axis
An, minor axis Bn, andAs/Bs 2, where An is normally distributed with mean 18 and variance
2. Were we to employ an opening with a single disc structuring element, discrimination of signal
from noise would be virtually impossible because of the strong similarity between the minor-axis
distributions. To separate the grain types we employ four directional structuring elements (vertical,
horizontal, 45, and 45 lines) to form the granulometric generator. Thus, the granulometric size is
the maximum of the grain-size measurements in the four directions. Adaptation is accomplished by
scanning each realization line by line and adapting according to Eq. 3.5 upon encountering a grain.
Figure 3-7 shows the empirical signal and noise granulometric-measure distributions derived from
five realizations. It also shows the corresponding steady-state distribution for the r-opening param
eter. The mean and variance of the parameter in the steady-state are 17.18 and 2.08, respectively. If
we set t = 18 and apply the filter to the realization of Fig. 3-7, then the output of Fig. 3-8 results.
For a real-world example in which there is grain overlap, consider the electron micrography of
silver-halide T-grain crystals in emulsion shown in Fig. 3-9. Automated crystal analysis involves
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State probability
Signal measure
Moise measure
3 0.2
Figure 3-7: Granulometric-measure distribution
Figure 3-8: Filtered result of Fig. 3-6
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Figure 3-9: T-grain crystal image
removal of degenerate grains, thereby leaving well-formed crystals for measurement. A gray-scale
watershed [Meyer, 1990] [Beucher, 1993] is applied to find an edge image, which is itself super
imposed over the original micrography image in Fig. 3-10. Each boundary formed by the water
shed is filled and the crystal interiors are labeled either black (signal) or gray (noise). The resulting
segmented image is shown in Fig. 3-11. Again we employ the adaptive four-directional linear r-
opening. The empirical distributions of granulometric sizes of signal and noise grains are shown in
Fig. 3-12, along with the empirical steady-state distribution of the adaptive parameter. The empiri
cal mean and variance in the steady state are 7.781 and 0.58, respectively. The adaptation transient is
shown in Fig. 3-13. Finally, choosing t = 8 and applying the corresponding r-opening to the grain
image of Fig. 3-11 yields the filtered image of Fig. 3-14.
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Figure 3-10: Edge from watershed superimposed on Fig. 3-9
Figure 3-11: Grain Segmentation
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Figure 3-12: Granulometric size distribution of silver grains
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Figure 3-14: Filtered grain image at t = 8
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Chapter 4
AdaptiveMultiparameter r-Openings
In this chapter, we will extend the Markovian adaptation analysis by allowing r-opening to have
multiple adaptive parameters, so that adaptivity is relative to a parameter vector. The multiple- pa
rameter setting is more flexible because it allows each structuring element to have its own adaptive
parameters and these need not be of a homothetic nature but can describe shape variability in the
structuring element. There are many adaptive models one can apply. For the purposes of compu
tational tractability and descriptive clarity, we restrict our detailed analysis to four two-parameter
models, these being sufficient to capture the essence of the methodology. Each model will have its
own Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.
A fundamental problem that arises in the multiparameter setting is the effect of boundary states.
These depend on the adaptation model and the joint probability distributions of signal and noise
parameter vectors. Not only are boundary-state transitions strongly model dependent, but also
the shape of the boundary. Thus, general analytic solutions of the resulting systems of Chapman-
Kolmogorov equations (for internal and boundary states) are unknown. Consequently, as is com
monplace in multi-dimensional Markovian analysis, we shall make use of numerical methods and
simulations.
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4.1 Image and Filter Models
Similar to Eq. 3.1, we consider a signal-union-noise model of the form S U N, where
A
S = \JC[Si]-rXi
i=l
B
N = [J%]+W (4.1)
3=1
A and B are random natural numbers, Sj = (s^ , sj2 , . . . , s^m ) and n^ = (n^ , nj2 , . . . , 7ijm ) are
independent random vectors identically distributed to the random vectors s and n governed by mul
tivariate distributions lis and II/v, respectively, C[sj] and D[xij] are random connected, compact
grains governed by s, and n^, respectively, X{ and y^ are random translations governing grain loca
tions, and grain translation is constrained by the condition that all grains are disjoint. A salient point
of the model is that the signal and noise grains are random sets governed by multivariate random
size-shape parameters. If we consider C[sj] and D[rij] to be primary grains, then S U N is a kind
of constrained random Boolean model. For instance, C[si, s2] and D[ni,n2] might be a rectangle
possessing random height si and random width s2 and an unrotated random ellipse possessing ran
dom axes ni and n2, respectively. From a filtering perspective, the object is to remove the clutterN
from the signal S. A key homothetic case occurs when C and D are fixed shapes, s = s and n = n
are positive random variables, and C[s] sC and D[n] = nD.
The goal is to adaptively find a multiparameter r-opening of the form
n
*r(5) = [j S o B[n] (4.2)
j=i
where ri,r2,. . . ,rn are parameter vectors governing the parameterized convex shapes 5i[ri],
B2[t2], ., Bn[rn] composing the base of tyr and where, for ease of notation, we have let r =
(ri, r2, . . . , rn). Owing to disjointness of the grains and convexity (thus connectivity) of the struc
turing elements,
*r(5UJV) = Uso5[ri;
Li=l
u [JNoB[ri
i=i
= *T(S)UVr(N) (4.3)
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A homothetic model arises when r; = n is a positive scalar and there exists fixed primitive sets
Bi,B2,...,Bn such that ;[r;] = riBi for i = 1. 2, . . . , n. Notice that in Eq. 2. 19 there is only one
sizing parameter for all possible structuring elements while in Eq. 4.3 we further relax the restriction.
Rather than use \I>r directly, we employ the filter Ar derived from <3/r by reconstruction. The
output of Ar consists of grains (connected components) of S U N that are not totally eliminated by
*r. Thus, Ar (SUA) is composed of a subset of the grains ofSUA. Error results from signal grains
erroneously removed and noise grains erroneously passed. Relative to the filtered image ^r(S UN)
and the uncorrupted signal S, the optimality problem is to find r so as to minimize the error e[r] =
E[a[$r(S U A)AS], which is the expected value of the area of the symmetric difference between
<r(S U N) and S.
4.2 Pass Set and Optimal Filters
Different from single parameter case where the granulometric measure defined by Eq. 3.3 plays a
central role, a random set is defined by
Mc[8] = {r : Ar(C[s]) = C[s]}, (4.4)
where Mcrs] is a random set composed of parameter vectors r for which Ar passes the random pri
mary grain C[s]. Mcrsi and M0rni are the regions in the parameter space where signal and noise
grains, respectively, are passed. In the single-parameter homothetic case, these random regions each
form half-lines so that their boundaries are points, Mc^ and MD[n] > respectively, and filter behavior
can be characterized in terms of these random variables. Characterization cannot be so reduced in
the multiparameter case; rather, one must work directly with ~M-c[s] and Mo[nj, which we call the
signal and noise pass sets, respectively. Relative to image realizations, for a given value of the signal
parameter, say s = s', there occurs a deterministic pass set Mcrsn and C[s'] passes the filter Ar if
and only if r e M^j .
If there is more than one structuring element, so long as one structuring element fits, the filter
passes the grain, no matter the parameter values governing the other structuring elements. This situ
ation is illustrated in Fig. 4-1, where ^r(S) = (SorxBi) U (So r2B2) and the structuring elements
are horizontal and vertical lines. The key point is that the pass region extends to infinity. Another
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Figure 4-1: passing set with independent sizing parameters of two structuring elements.
example is given in Fig. 4-2, where *r(S) = (S o Bi[ri,r2]) U (S o S2[ri,r2]) and the structuring
elements are rectangle and ellipse. Intuitively, any point inside the shaded region in Figs. 4-1 and
4-2 indicates a passing structuring element sizing vector.
The optimization theory ofRef. [C-Zapan, 1994b], is easily extended to obtain the filter error
e[r] = E[A] // a[C[s\}fs(si,s2, . . . , sm)dsids2 . . . dsm
{s:reMc[s]}
E[B) // a[C[n]]fN{ni,n2,...,nm)dnidn2...dnm (4.5)
{n:reMc[n]}
where E[A] and E[B] are the expected numbers of signal and noise grains, respectively, fs and Jn
are the multivariate densities for the random vectors s and n, respectively, and the m-fold integrals
are taken over regions of the m-dimensional parameter spaces for which r does not belong to the
signal pass set and r does belong to the noise pass set, respectively. In the single- parameter homo
thetic case the error equation remains the same except that the integration regions are determined by
the inequalities r > Mc[s] and r < MD[n], respectively. Even so, regions of integration depend on
geometric relationships between grains and structuring elements and can be very complicated, suf-
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Figure 4-2: Passing set with multiple structuring elements.
ficiently so that Monte Carlo techniques are required even in relatively straightforward geometric
situations [C-Zapan, 1994b].
In the multiparameter setting, we work directly with the pass sets. There is a special case, how
ever, in which inclusion in the pass set can be expressed in terms of inequalities. This situation
occurs when Ms and Mjv are random rectangles for instance, when signal grains, noise grains,
and structuring elements are rectangles, or when signal and noise grains are rectangles and structur
ing elements are nonrotated ellipses with axes r\ and r2, or when signal grains, noise grains, and
structuring elements are nonrotated ellipses. For two parameters, ifMs is a rectangle of dimen
sions Ms,i x Ms,2 with lower-left comer situated at the origin, then (ri, r2) Ms if and only if
fi < Ms,\ and r2 < Ms,2- When inclusion of r in both pass sets can be expressed in terms of
half-line inclusions of the component parameters, we say that the model is separable. In the case of
two-parameter separability where both Ms andM^ are rectangles with lower-left comers situated
at the origin, Eq. 4.5 reduces to the error expression
rMl\(n) fM-l2(r2)f sl r s-
M = E[A) /
'
a[C[si,s2}]fs(si,S2)dsids2
Jo Jo
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E[B] / / a[C[ni,n2]]fN{ni,n2)dnidn2 (4.6)
JM-\(n) JM-l2(r2)
where M\k and M^k, k = 1, 2, are the inverse functions of M5ia; and M/^, respectively.
4.3 Transitions and Transition Probabilities
Markovian analysis depends on descriptions of transitions and transition probabilities, as well as de
scriptions of sampling protocol of grain arrivals. Following the discussion in Section 2.6 and for
purposes of the present exposition, one might simply think of randomly selecting points in the im
age frame and an arrival occurring whenever a selected point lies within a grain (weighted random
point selection). To facilitate tractable analysis, we restrict our attention to two-parameter t-openings
\]>rj r = (ri, r2), and their corresponding reconstructions Ar. To avoid notational anomalies we as
sume *r is decreasing relative to r; that is, if
r'
= (r[, r2), ri < r\, and r2 < r2, then *r < \I>r<.
This codicil is in accordance with our intuition that r is a sizing parameter and increasing r results
in diminished filter outputs.
For a two-parameter filter, when a grain G arrives, the following possibilities exist:
a. G is a noise grain and Ar(n) (G) = G,
b. G is signal grain and Ar(n)(G) = 0,
c. G is noise grain and Ar(n)(G) = 0,
d. G is signal grain and Ar(n)(G) = G (4.7)
where n denotes that G is the nth grain arrival in the adaptation protocol. In cases (c) and (d), the
filter has behaved as desired; in cases (a) and (b), it has not. Consequently, we employ the following
generic adaptation scheme:
i. ri > ri + 1 and/or r2 > r2 + 1 if condition (a) occurs,
ii. ri > ri 1 and/or r2 > r2 1 if condition (b) occurs, (4.8)
iii. ri > n and r2 > r2 if conditions (c) or (d) occur.
Assuming all grain arrivals and primary-grain realizations are independent, the parameter pair
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Figure 4-3: State transition in 2-D state space.
(ri,r2) determines a (two-dimensional) discrete state-space Markov chain (Fig. 4-3). As stated,
the protocol is generic because the actual protocol depends on how we interpret both and/ors, and
this decision depends on the form of the r-opening. We consider several cases.
4.3.1 Type-[I, 0]: Two-Parameter SE/No Fitting Information
A two-parameter filter defined according to Eq. 4.2 must be an opening with a single two-parameter
structuring element to be adapted. Unless we are given information as to which parameter causes
nonfitting (when it occurs), adaptation must proceed solely on the basis ofwhether or not some trans
late of the structuring element fits within the grain. If adaptation is limited to allow only one param
eter to transition at each step, then, when a noise grain is passed, a random selection is made as to
which parameter to increment and, when a signal grain is not passed, a random selection is made as
to which parameter to decrement. The following transition probabilities result:
P(n,,2),(r1+i,r2) = \p(N)P(Ar(G) = G)
P(ri,ra),(n,r2+ 1) = \P(N)P(Ar(G) = G)
ill- P(ri,r2),(n-l,r2) = ^P{S)P{AT{G) = 0)
iv- P(n,r2),(n,r2-1) = \P(S)P(AF(G) = 0)
v- P(n,r2),(n,,2) = P(S)P(AT(G) = G) + P(N)P(Ar(G) = 0) (4.9)
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Noise size distribution range
Figure 4-4: Probability distribution of sizing parameter.
Relative to noise and signal pass sets,
i- 2W2),(r1+i,r2) = -P(N)P{(rur2) e MN)
"
-?W2),(n,r2+i)
= ^P(N)P({rur2) e MN)
"I- P(ri,r2),(ri-l,r2) = ^(^((n '^ & Ms^
iv- P(n,r2),(ri,r2-1) = ^p{S)P{{ri , r2) Ms)
v- P{tut2Htut2) = P(S)P((ri,r2) Ms) + P(N)P((n,r2) MN) (4.10)
We label this first case as type-[I, 0].
For a type-[I, 0] example, suppose both signal and noise grains are rectangular with signal-grain
and noise-grain widths and heights randomly distributed over the respective labeled cross-shaded
regions in Fig. 4-4. Let the structuring element be a rectangle with sides r\ and r2. When r\ < a
and r2 < c, so that r lies in the square, lower-left gray-shaded region, signal grains will always pass
States in this region are transient because both ri and r2 can only transition upward throughout the
region. When ri > b or r2 > d, noise grains will never pass, so that states in the region defined
by these inequalities are also transient. Nontransient states occupy the remaining portion of the first
quadrant, that region consisting of the negative-diagonally shaded regions and the extensions of those
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Figure 4-5: State transition of Type-[I,0].
regions not visible beneath the noise-distribution region. A transition diagram corresponding to the
situation depicted in Fig. 4-4 is shown in Fig. 4-5. There are no diagonal transitions because only
one parameter can adapt at each stage. As long as the signal and noise parameters are bounded,
the transition diagram is finite. Transition probabilities at boundary states must be treated carefully.
Figure 4-5 gives one type of boundary configuration; others will occur for different models.
4.3.2 Type- [1, 1]: Two-Parameter SE/With Fitting Information
Again consider a two-parameter opening; however, this time assume more information is available,
namely, that, if a signal grain is erroneously not passed, it is known which parameter has resulted in
the erroneous filter decision. There are three possibilities: (1) r\, but not r2, causes the structuring
element not to fit inside the grain; (2) r2, but not r\, causes the structuring element not to fit inside
the grain; (3) both r\ and r2 cause the structuring element not to fit. Given a signal grain G, the three
conditions can be rigorously stated in the following manner: (1) Ar(G) = 0 and there exists r[ such
that, for
r'
= (r[, r2), Ar> (G) = G; (2) Ar(G) = 0 and there exists r2 such that, for r' = (n, r2),
Ar'(G) = G; (3) there does not exist an r[ or an r2 satisfying the preceding conditions. No such
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Figure 4-6: State transition of Type-[I,1].
convenient characterization exists when a noise grain erroneously passes, since both parametersmust
be set so that the structuring element can fit. The current model is labeled type-[I, 1].
The type-[I, 1] model is illustrated by the rectangular signal- and noise-grains envisioned for
Fig. 4-6, along with the ri x r2 rectangular structuring elements. The three cases correspond to
the structuring-element width being too great, the height being too great, or both being too great.
Referring to Fig. 4-5, suppose r is in state (4, 3), a signal grain arrives, and the grain is not passed.
Since the minimum value of r2 is 3 for a signal grain, lack of fitting must be caused by r\. Thus,
the transition must be (4, 3) (3, 3). Hence, the two left-most columns of Fig. 4-5 cannot be re
entered. A similar comment applies to the bottom-most two rows. Thus, the appropriate transition
diagram is the one shown in Fig. 4-6. Note that boundary-state transitions are different.
Description of the type-[I, 1] model in its full generality would require a general description of
the transition probabilities analogous to Eq. 4.10. This is not difficult to do; however, the resulting
equations are very messy andwe believe it is better to give the equations when themodel is separable.
In this case,
1
i- P(rur2Ur1+l,r2) = -P(N)P((MN,i > n) D (MN,2 > T2))
ii- P(n,r2),(r1,r2+i) = \p(N)P({Mn,i > ri) n (MN,2 > r2))
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iii- P(ri,r2),(r1-l,rO = P(S) (p((Ms,i < n) n (Ms,2 > r2)) + ^P((M5,i < n) n (.V/s.2 < r2))
iv- P(n,r2),(n,r2-i) = P(S) fp((M5,i > ri) D (Ms,2 < r2)) + -P{(Ms,i < n) n (Ms,2 < r2))
v- 2W2),(n,r2) = P(S)P((Ms,i > n) n (Ms,2 > r2))
+P{N)P{(MN,i < n) U (Mjv,2 < r2)) (4-11)
4.3.3 Type- [II, 0]: Single-Parameter SE/No Fitting Information
Now suppose the r-opening is a union of two openings, each by a structuring element Bi[ri\ de
pending on a single parameter. When there is no information about which structuring element causes
nonfitting, the transition probabilities are the same as those given in Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 and the model
is labeled as type-[II, 0]. Because the filter is formed as a union of openings, fittings of Bi [n] and
B2P-2] are checked separately, the model is separable and the transition-probability equations reduce
to
i. P(ri,ra),(r1+ l,r2) = ^P(N)P({M^ > n) U (M^ > T2))2
1
2"P(r1,r2),(rllr2+ 1) =
^P(N)P({M* > n) U (M^ > T2))
1
iii. P(ri,rj),{ri-i,r2) = -P(S)P((Mp < n) n (Mp < r2))
iv. p(ri,r2))(ri,r2_i) = \p{S)P{{Mp < n) n {Mp < r2))
v- P^Urun) = P(S)P((Mp > n) n (Mf > r2))
+P(N)P({M^ < n) U
(M*2 < r2)) (4.12)
where M$ is the granulometric measure of the primary signal grain relative to the structuring el
ement B. As noted previously, the adaptive filter possesses unbounded pass sets and therefore the
state space may extend to infinity. A typical state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 4-7.
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Figure 4-7: State transition of Type- [11,0].
4.3.4 Type-[II, 1]: Single-Parameter SE/With Fitting Information
The type-[II, 1] model occurs when fitting information regarding each structuring element is fed
back. We have the following transition probabilities:
1- P(r,,r2)
ii- P(rur2)
iii. P(ri,r2)
iv" P(n,r2)
V" P(n,r2)
Vi- P(ri,T2)
(ri+1,r3) = P(N)P((r G MN) n
(M*> < r2))
(riir2+1)
= P(N)P((r e mn) n (M*1 < n))
(r
B2
1+1,r2+1)
= P(N)P{(M& > n) n (Mp > r2))
1
(r1_hr2)
= -P(S)P(r^Ms)
P(S)P(r Ms)(ri,r2-l) 2"
(ri,r2) = P(S)P(r e Ms) + P(N)P(r $ MN) (4.13)
When a signal grain erroneously does not pass, neither structuring element fits and hence there must
be a randomization regarding the choice of which parameter to decrement. Transition probabilities
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Figure 4-8: State transition of Type- [11,1].
can be expressed fully in terms of granulometric measure:
1. P(rur2)>(r1 + l,r2) =
P(N)P((M* > rx) n {M^ < r2))
P(rur2Urur2+l) =
P(N)P((M* < n) H
(M*2 > r2))
iii. P(nr2),(r1+i,r2+i) = P{N)P((M^ > n) n (M*2 > r2))
1V- JW.Mn-i.r,) = ^P(5)P((Mf < n) n (M|2 < r2))
V- P{rur2Uri,r2-l) = P(S)P((Aff < n) H
(Mf2 < r2))
vi- P(n,r2),(n,,2) = P(S)P((Mp > n) U (M#2 > r2))
+P(N)P((M^ < n) n (M*2 < r2)) (4.14)
A typical transition diagram is shown in Fig. 4-8. The state space is not infinite when the noise
distribution is bounded since, as opposed to the type-[II, 0] model, for type-[II, 1] only the fitting
structuring element gets adapted.
4.3.5 Type-[Hybrid, 1]
Although it is possible to create more refined models when more information is available or when
other transition arrangements are defined, study of the four two-parameter systems discussed in the
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present section provides sufficient understanding for analyzing other two-parameter systems. Sup
pose, however, that we allow more than two parameters. Then more complicated Markov systems
arise. For instance, with three parameters there are three basic forms that can be taken by the rep
resentation of Eq. 4.2: a single opening with a three-parameter structuring element, three openings
with single-parameter structuring elements, or two openings, one having a two-parameter structur
ing element and the other a single-parameter structuring element. To illustrate the situation in which
there are multiple openings possessing multiple parameters, we consider the four-parameter setting
in which there are two openings, each having a structuring element governed by two parameters.
Thus, adaptation is relevant to two structuring elements, B-L[ri, r2] and B2[r3, 7-4], and it is depen
dent on a number of modeling conditions. Figure 4-9 illustrates the decision tree and probabilities
for the following adaptation model (others being possible):
top of tree: Signal grain arrives.
(i) If it passes, then there is no adaptation.
(ii) If it does not pass, then both structuring elements do not fit and one is equiprobabilistically
chosen to be adjusted.
(iii) If Pi is chosen, then r\ -> r\ 1 if ri causes lack of fit, r2 > r2 1 if r2 causes lack of
fit, one of the parameters is equiprobabilistically chosen for decrementing if both cause lack
of fit.
(iv) If B2 is chosen, then there is an analogous treatment of r$ and r.
bottom of tree: Noise grain arrives.
(i) If it does not pass, then there is no adaptation.
(ii) If it passes, then Pi or B2 fits.
(iii) IfBi fits but P2 does not fit, then adjustBi by equiprobabilistically choosing to increment r\
orr2.
(iv) If B2 fits but Bi does not fit, then adjust B2 by equiprobabilistically choosing to increment r3
or r.
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(v) IfbothBi and B2 fit, then adjust both by incrementing one parameter forB\ and one parameter
foxB2.
It is readily apparent from the tree that the kind of reasoning applied in the preceding four cases
can be suited to the case of four (or more) parameters. In effect, the four cases are prototypical as
to the manner in which knowledge and t-opening structure affect transitions and their probabilities.
We now turn to state properties and then consider problems concerning steady-state distributions for
the four detailed two-parameter cases.
4.4 State Transition Probability Equations
The next task is to derive the transition probability equations for the models. To avoid a trivial op
timal solution we assume a nonnull intersection between signal and noise pass sets. Figures 4-5
through 4-8 omit transient states and show only the irreducible class of the state. With certainty,
the chain will enter the irreducible class and, once inside, will not leave. We shall always assume
the irreducible class is nonempty. As discussed in Chapter 2, within the irreducible class the chain is
aperiodic. If it is also positive recurrent, it will be ergodic and possess a stationary distribution. We
focus our attention on the irreducible class, considering each of the four adaptive models introduced.
TYpe-[1, 0]. Letpri]?-2 (n) denote the probability that the system is in state (ri,r2) at stepn and let
P(ri,r2),(ni,r-2i) denote the transition probability. For a type-[I, 0] system, internal
(nonbound-
ary) states are typified by the internal states of the transition diagram of Fig. 4-5. According to the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, at any internal state,
pTliT2(n + l) = P(ri-l,r2),(rur2)Pri-l,r2{n) +P(ri,r2-l),(rllr2)Pri,r2-l(")
+P(r1+l,r2),(rur2)Pri+ l,r2{n) + P(ri,r2+ l),(ri,r2)Pri,r2+l in)
+P(.r1,r2),(r1,r2)Prur2{n) (4.15)
Let
Pl,n,r2 = P(r1,r2),(r1-l,r2) = ^P{S)P{(rur2) ^Ms)
P2,r1,r2 = P(rl,r2),(r1,r2-l) = 7;P(S)P{(ri,r2)gMs)
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Ai,n,r2 = p(ri,r2),(ri+i,r2) = -P(A)P((ri,r2)GM;V
Vl,r2 = P(rur2),(rur2+ 1) = ^P(N)P((ri,r2) E MN (4.16)
Since P(S) + P{N) = 1, the transition probability for case (v) of Eq. 4.11 can be rewritten as
P(ri,r2),(ri,r2) = P(S)P((ri,r2) e Ms) + P(N)P((n,r2) g MN)
= P(S) [1 - P((ri,r2) $ Ms)] + P(N) [1 - P((rur2) G MN)}
= l-P((rur2)<ZMs)-P((rur2)eMN)
1 ~ (^l,ri,r2 + ^2,ri,r2 + Pl,rur2 + P2,n,r2) (4.17)
Substitution into Eq. 4.16 yields the state-probability increment for internal states:
pTUT2(n + l) -prur2(n) = Xi,Tl-i,r2pri-i,r2 (n) + A2,ri,r2-lPri,r2-l (n)
+Ml,r1+ l,r2Pr1+ l,r2(n) + P2,rur2+2Prur2+ l (")
-(Al)ri,r2 + ^2,7-1,r2 +^l,ri,r2 + Ml,ri,r2)Pri,r2 (n) (4-18)
Boundary states must be treated separately. These depend on the form of the irreducible class,
which depends upon the distributions of signal and noise parameter vectors. Within a particular sys
tem, different boundary states must be treated differently. Here we content ourselves with listing
increments for some left and bottom boundary states in the type-[I, 0] system of Fig. 4-5, specifi
cally, states (4, 1), (3, 1), (3, 2), and (3, 3):
P4,i{n + 1) -P4,i(n) =
P3,i(n + l) -p3,i(n) =
P3,2{n + 1) - P3,2(n) =
P3,3(n + 1) -p3,3(n) =
Al,3,lP3,l + Ml,5,lP4,l + P2,4,2PA,2
-(Al,4,l + A2)4,l + Pl,4,l)Pl,l
Pl,i,lPl,l ~ (Al,3,l + A2,3,i)P3,1
Pl,4,2P4,2 + A2i3ilP3,l - (Aij3i2 + A2!3]2)p3!2
^1,2,3^2,3 + A2i3i2p3]2 + /ii,4,3P4,3 + M2,3,4P3,4
(^1,3,3 + ^2,3,3)^3,3
(4.19)
Increment probabilities for other boundary states can be similarly derived. Insofar as right and top
boundary states are concerned, these may or may not exist, depending on whether or not the signal
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and noise parameter distributions are bounded or not. If they are, as in Fig. 4-5, then probability
increments for these can be computed similarly.
Type-[I, 1]. The only difference between a type-[I, 0] system and a type-[I, 1] system is that
pijj and p2,i,j are different. For the type-[I, 1] system,
Ai,n,r2 = ^P(N)P((MNil > n) n (MN,2 > r2)) (4.20)
A2,ri,r2 = ^P(N)P((MN,i > ri) n (MN>2 > r2))
Pl,rur2 ~ P(S)
M2,r,,r2 = P{S)
P((M5,i < ri) H (M5,2 > r2)) + ^P((M5jl < nj D (Ms,2 < r2))
P((Ms,i > ri) n (M5i2 < r2)) + ip((Ms,i < n) f~l (MS,2 < r2))
With these coefficients, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation again yields Eq. 4.18, the same as for
the type-[I, 0] system. The boundary equations can be derived similarly to Eq. 4.19.
Type-[II, 0]. Internal state analysis is similar to type-[I, 0]; boundary state analysis is also simi
lar; however, we need recognize that the state space may be infinitely extended even when the signal
and noise parameter distributions are finite.
Type-[II, 1]. As seen from Fig. 4-8, internal-state analysis for a type-[II, 1] system is different
owing to existence of diagonal transitions. Let Aiirii7.2, A2i7.1]7-2, A3]7.li7.2, Mi,ri,r2. and/j2,n,r2 denote
the transition probabilities (i) through (v) ofEq. 4.13, respectively. Then the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation yields
Prltr2{n + 1) -prur2(n) = Ai)ri_iir2pri_1)r2 (n) + A2!n!r.2_ipriir.2_i (n) (4.21)
~~l~'^3,ri l,r2 lPri l,r2 l
+Pl,r1+l,r2Pr1+l,r2{n) + p2,ri,r2+ lPrur2+ l{n)
{M,n,r2 + ^2,n,r2 + ^3,ri,r2 + Pl,ri,r2 + P2,ri,r2)Prx,r2 (jl)
Left and bottom boundary conditions are given by
P2,2(n + 1) -p2)2(n) = Ai)ii2pi>2(n) + A2,2,iP2,i(ra) + Pi,3,2P3,2{n) + P2,2,3P2,z(n)
-(-^1,2,2 + A2,2,2 + A3,2i2 + /ii)2,2 + P2,2,2)P2,2{n) (4.22)
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piain + 1) - Piain) = piaaP2ain) - (^1,1,2 + ^2,1,2 + A3!ij2)pii2(n)
Pl,r2(n + 1)-Pi,r2(n) = A2,l,r2-lPl,r2-l(T0+A*l,2,r2P2,r2(n) (4'23)
(Al,l,r2 + A2)l,r2 + ^3,l,r2)Pl,r2in)
P2,i(n + 1) -p2,i(n) = p2aaP2ain) - (Ai,2,i + A2,2,i + A3,2,i)p2,i(n)
Pn,lin + l)-prulin) = Xl,ri-l,lPri-l,lin) + P2,r1,2Pr1,2in) (4-24)
-(Ai,ri,i + A2,n,i + X3,rui)pruiin)
Whether or not there exist right and upper boundary states depends on the signal and noise parameter
distributions. Once again, these can be treated similarly.
4.5 Numerical Analysis of Steady-State Behavior
Convergence for two-parameter adaptive systems is characterized via the existence of a steady-state
probability distributions. If it exists, the steady-state distribution is defined by the limiting probabil
ities
lim pri,r,(n) =prur2 (4.25)
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Owing to complicated boundary-state conditions, it is extremely difficult to obtain general solutions
for the systems discussed, although we are assured of the existence of a steady-state solution when
the state space is finite1 Setting p(n + 1) p(n) = 0 does not appear to work and in a subsequent
section we support this contention by showing an analogy between adaptive r-opening systems and
Markovian queue networking systems.
In lieu of finding analytic solutions, we shall demonstrate the applicability of numerical methods
typically used to simulate operations of queueing systems [28-30]. Throughout, we assume signal
and noise parameters to be uniformly distributed over the square regions from [7, 7] to [16, 16] and
from [5, 5] to [14, 14], respectively. The large overlap between uniform distributions will result in
optimal filters with relatively large errors, but it will serve our purposes by creating rather dispersed
steady-state distributions whose geometry can easily be apprehended. We assume the arrival prob
abilities of signal and noise grains to be PiS) = 2/3 and P(A) = 1/3.
^e complication can be further demonstrated by using generating function method, where the problem becomes to
solve a partial differential equation. See Appendix A.4.
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Figure 4-10: Numerical solution for Type-[I,0].
Type-[1, 1]. We first treat the type-[I, 1] model because of the simple form of its steady-state dis
tribution. Applying numerical simulation yields the approximate steady-state density shown in Fig.
4-11. The steady-state probability mass is concentrated about the densitys center of mass (8.126,
8.216). In practice, the adaptive filter is selected by scanning realizations. A numerical approxima
tion of the expected error of the adaptive filter can be calculated by
Ess[e[ri,r2}} = E[T] [es{i,j) + eN{i,j)]pid
i=l 3=1
(4.26)
where Ess denotes expectation relative to the steady-state distribution and pij is the numerically
obtained steady-state probability. From the numerical density of Fig. 4-11, we obtain Pss[e[r]] =
0.305P[T], which is slightly above the filter error at the point closest to the center of the probability
mass, e[(8,8)] = 0.292'[T]
Generally, direct filter optimization via minimization of e[r] in Eq. 4.5 is problematic; however,
under the assumption that signal grains, noise grains, and the single opening structuring element are
rectangular, the model is separable and Eq. 4.6 applies. Assuming signal and noise parameters pos
sess distributions lis and II /v with densities fs and Jn, respectively, and the structuring rectangle
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has dimensions ri x r2, Eq. 4.6 becomes
rrx rr2 roo roo
e[r] = E[A] / xyfs{x,y)dydx + E[B] / xyfN(x,y)dydx (4.27)JO JO Jrx Jr2
IfT is the total number of grains in the image and p^'1' and p^' ' are the uncentered mixed second-
order moments of lis and 11^, respectively, then (analogously to like derivations in Chapter 2), it
can be shown that
e[n,r2] = E[T\
P(S)
P{s
( fri fT2 P(A) f f
TT) / xyfsix,y)dydx + , . / / xyfNix,y)dydx
r ' J0 Jo p^'l> Jrx Jr2
(4.28)
The error can be decomposed as
e[T] = E[T][es[T\ + eN[rl (4.29)
where es[r] and e/\r[r] denote the summands within the brackets of Eq. 4.28. If signal and noise pa
rameters are uniformly distributed over the rectangles determined by the points (ai , a2) and (bi, b2),
and (ci , c2) and (di,d2), respectively, then we obtain
es[ri,r2] = <
P(S)
P(S)
P(S)
& 2\1
id2
rm-rS)
ci)i4 4)
idi-4)
ns)u(dx - c^41
0
ri > di, or r2 > d2
ci < r\ < di , and c2 < r2 < d2
7"i < c\ , and c2 < r2 < d2
ci < ri < d\ , and r2 < c2
otherwise.
(4.30)
e7v[7-i,7-2] = <
P{N)
ih ~ a2)
ri < ai, and r2 < a2
ri < ai, and a2 < r2 < b2
o-i < fi < 6i,andr2 < a2 (4.31)
lui T uiL
piN)\%rrl\{h~r?l\ ai<n<bi,mda2<r2<b2l(bi -ai){b2 -a2)\
0 otherwise.
When treating the preceding computations discretely and employing the distributions used for ob-
.(6f-af)(^ f .
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Figure 4-11: Numerical solution for Type-[I,1].
taining the adaptive filter, the error surface ofFig. 4- 12 results and minimal error occurs at (7, 7) with
e[(7, 7)] = 0.246P[T]. The increase in Pss[e[r]] = 0.305P[T] over e[(7, 7)] represents the cost of
adaptation. Given with the large overlap between the signal- and noise-parameter distributions, a
cost of 0.059P[T] is reasonable. Note that the center of the steady-state probability mass is as (8, 8)
and the points nearby to (7, 7) possess the increased errors e[(7, 8)] = e[(8, 7)] = 0.270P[T] and
e[(8,8)] =0.292[T].
Type-[1, 0]. The numerically computed steady-state distribution for the type-[I, 0] model (using
the same signal and noise distributions) is shown in Fig. 4-10. Based upon the kind of state diagram
we have for type-[l, 0] (Fig. 4-5), we see that the steady-state distribution provides a band of prob
ability mass concentrated in a curve running internally to the transition diagram. Existence of such
a probability mass is reasonable considering that either an appropriate width or height of the struc
turing rectangle can serve to discriminate signal from noise. Adaptation is likely to yield a suitable
structuring rectangle whose dimensions lie along the concentration of the steady-state probability
mass. For this particular example, adaptation will likely lead to a rectangle of dimensions ri x r2,
where n 9.5 and r2 < 10 or r2 9.5 and ri < 10.
Type-[II, 1]. The numerically computed steady-state distribution for the type-[U, 1] model is
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Figure 4-12: State probability for optimal filter: Type-[I,0] and [1,1]
shown in Fig. 4-14. The shape of the distribution is quite similar to the distribution for the type-[I,
1] model; however, its center ofmass is at (12.86, 12.86). One can again derive a closed-form error
expression from Eq. 4.6 and obtain a decomposition analogous to Eq. 4.29. For type-[II, 1], we
obtain
es[ri,r2] = <
P(S)
PiS) (ti il
(di - 4)
P[s) fg-ij;;j-i)lidi - Ci)id2 - 4)
o
n > di , and r2 > d2
7*1 > di , and c2 < r2 < d2
c\ < ri < di , and r2 < c2
c\ < t-! < di , and c2 < r2 < d2
otherwise.
(4.32)
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Figure 4-13: Numerical solution for Type- [11,0].
eJv[n,7-2] = <
P(N)
PiN) 1
jr2
-
a2)(r2r a2)
p^^f)
0
7"i < ai,orr2 < a2
o-i < "i < bi , and a2 < r2 < 62
7"i > bi , and a2 < r2 < 62
ai < 7*1 < bi , and r2 > b2
otherwise.
(4.33)
The resulting error plot e[r] is shown in Fig. 4-15 and the optimal filter occurs for either r = (7,15)
or (15, 7) with minimum error 0.293P[T]. Owing to directional symmetry throughout the model,
existence of two optimal parameter vectors should be expected. The numerically approximated ex
pected adaptive filter error is Pss[e[r]] = 0.327P[T]. Ifwe look at the numerically computed steady-
state distribution, we find its center of mass to be at (12.86, 12.86). At first glance, this appears to
differ markedly from the two optima; however, e[(13, 13)] = 0.327P[T], which is quite close to
the optimal value (and, to three decimal places, happens to agree with the expected filter error in the
steady state). Owing to strongly overlapping uniform signal and noise distributions, there is a large
region in the parameter plane for which e[r] is fairly stable.
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Figure 4-14: Numerical solution for Type-[II,1].
Type-[II, 0]. The state space for the type-[II, 0] model extends to infinity and so will the steady-
state distribution. Figure 4-13 shows the numerically derived steady-state distribution up to r\ <
100 and r2 < 100. The probability mass is concentrated along an L-shaped region that splits the
state space. A filter designed by adaptation is likely to have structuring elements with parameters ri
and r2 forming a point in this region. From the figure we see one of the structuring elements will
likely have size near 10 with the other one being greater than 10, the exception being that there is
a concentration of mass in the region of (12, 12). Intuitively, if r\ = 10 and r2 is very large, than
signal and noise are essentially discriminated by the first structuring element; on the other hand, if
adaptation leads to parameters for which r\ r2, then filtering is accomplished by both structuring
elements working in tandem.
4.6 Transient Behavior
As discussed in Chapter 3, transient analysis for a single-parameter adaptive opening poses a difficult
analytic task. It is much more difficult for two-parameter adaptation. Rather than pursue typical
transient analysis, we will demonstrate the trajectory of adaptation on the two dimensional plane
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Figure 4-15: State probability for optimal filter: Type-[II,0] and [11,1].
by realizations derived from Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 4-16 shows an adaptation realization
for 2000 steps with seed (0, 0) for the type-[I, 0] model. Arrows show transition directions and the
number at the upper right of each state is the total visitations to the state (including steps for which
the process stays). Note the large numbers of visitations at states (7, 8) and (7, 9). A realization for
1000 steps with the type- [I, 1] model is shown in Fig. 4-17. The state of the filter quickly adapts into
the irreducible class and then spreads over it.
4.7 Queueing Interpretation of Adaptive Reconstructive r-opening
Filters
A typical Markovian queue network consists ofN nodes, each node being a Markov queue. Jobs
may arrive at a node from other nodes or from an external source (open network) or jobs may arrive
at a node only from other nodes and total job numbers in the system is fixed (closed network). The
arrival rate of outside jobs is according to a Poisson distribution with parameter ji and there is a
probability r^ that a job may complete service at node i and then go to node j. The service rate of
each node is an exponential distribution with mean pi. The arrival and service rates are not functions
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Figure 4-16: Trajectory ofType-[I, 0] filter.
of the system state, that is, all arrivals are independent and all servers at a given node are identical.
There are several comparisons to be observed between the adaptive reconstructive opening filter
and the typical Markovian queue network. Each parameter of a structuring element forms a queue
and the value of the adaptive parameter is equivalent to the total number of jobs waiting to be ser
viced. A corresponding queueing network is formedwhen there is more than one structuring element
or more than one parameter to be adapted.
The arrival of jobs in the adaptive opening scheme corresponds to arriving grains that the struc
turing elements of the opening filter fits but should not fit, while the completion of service corre
sponds to arriving grains that the structuring elements do not fit but for which they should fit (at least
one or all). The arrival and service rates can be considered to be a Poisson process (as demonstrated
in Chapter 3) when there is only one parameter to be adapted.
A key difference is that the arrival and service rates of the adaptive opening filter are related to the
state of the system, or the numbers of jobs in all queues, whereas in the typicalMarkovian queueing
network these rates are constant or they are at least not dependent upon the numbers of jobs in other
queues.
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Figure 4-17: Trajectory of Type- [I, 1] filter.
Another difference is that after a job in the queueing network of the adaptive opening filter com
pletes its service, it leaves the system. There is no event that, upon reduction of one structuring ele
ment, requires an increase in another structuring element. Unlike the Markovian queueing system,
interaction between queues does not happen as ajob completes service in one queue and joins another
queue. Ajob arrival or departure from one queue in the adaptive opening network affects the arrival
and service rates of all other queues because fitting and nonfitting depend on all sizing parameters.
Jackson [Jackson, 1963], [Jackson, 1957] has studied the Markovian queueing network with
constant parameter 7; and pi for queue i. The system equations at steady state is given by,
N N N N N N
5Z HPn-i- + YI Y2 PirijPn;i+,j- + YL liiriOPn;i+ =Yl^il~ r^P* + YI HP* (434)
j=l i=li=l i=l i=l i=l
where pn denotes p(ni , n2, . . . , ra^v), pn-i- denotes pn except that its ith component is rii 1, pn;i+
denotes pn except that its ith component is n^ + 1, andpn.i- j+ denotes pn except that its ith compo
nent is rii 1 and its 7th component is rij+ 1. Let k = 2, r,j = 0 and r^o = 1, equation 4.34 reduces
to Eq. 4.21, except for that A and p must be functions of state, or Xn and pn . Jackson showed that
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Figure 4-18: Realization of ellipse signal grains and noise grains.
each node (queue) in the network behaves as if it were an independent M/M/l system with a Poisson
input Xi which satisfies following condition,
jV
Xi = Ji + YsX3r3i 7 = 1,2,...,A
3=1
Therefore, its steady-state probability associated with each state possesses a product form,
(4.35)
7j(m,7i2, . . . , nN) = Piini)p2in2) --pn^n) (4.36)
where pi(ni) =
Po,iiXi/pi)ki is given as the classical solution for ith queue with rii jobs in the
queue. The product form of theMarkovian queue network has been greatly studied and generalized
to many other queueing disciplines. However, the product form ofEq. 4.36 do not apply to adaptive
r-openings, since for adaptive T-opening the arrival/service rates are not constant at given queue.
References [Conway, 1989] [Courtois, 1977] and [Stewart, 1991] provide many efficient ways to
carry out numerical solution.
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Figure 4-19: Estimated steady-state distribution of type-[I, 0].
4.8 Applications to Digital Image Processing
To demonstrate the filtering effects of adaptive multiparameter reconstructive r-openings, we con
sider several examples of image-noise and two-parameter-filter models. Figure 4-18 shows a real
ization of a signal-union-noise model possessing 50 signal (black) grains and 50 noise (gray) grains.
Signal grains are ellipses whose vertical and horizontal axes are normally distributed with mean 15,
variance 9 and mean 8, variance 4, respectively; noise grains are ellipses whose vertical and hori
zontal axes are normally distributed with mean 8, variance 4 and mean 15, variance 9, respectively.
First consider the type-[I, 0] model with a rectangle of vertical height ri and horizontal width r2.
The numerically estimated (50 realizations) steady-state distribution is shown in Fig. 4-19. The dis
tribution is skewed towards the vertical axis since good structuring elements tend to be elongated in
the vertical direction. Applying the type- [I, 1] model with the same adaptive rectangular structur
ing element yields the steady-state distribution shown in Fig. 4-20, whose center of mass is (10.33,
4.77). Figure 4-21 shows the image of Fig. 4-18 following a reconstructive opening by a 10 x 4
rectangle.
For a union of two openings, we consider a vertical linear structuring element of length 7*1 and a
vertical i 0 0
Figure 4-20: Estimated steady-state distribution of type-[I, 1].
Figure 4-21: Processed image of Fig. 4-18 by type-[I,l] filter.
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Figure 4-22: Estimated steady-state distribution of type-[II, 1].
horizontal linear structuring element of length r2, each possessing width 2. For type-[II, 0] the filter
parameters can adapt to infinity and this was observed during simulation. For type- [II, 1], simulation
yielded the steady-state distribution of Fig. 4-22 with center of mass (20.11, 11.77). Figure 4-23
shows the reconstructed r-opening of the realization of Fig. 4-18 by a vertical linear structuring of
length 20 and a horizontal linear structuring element of length 11. It is interesting to note that a noise
grain (long horizontal ellipse) has passed the filter. This phenomenon is explained by considering the
transition probabilities of Eq. 4-18. To eliminate noise, both structuring elements have to increase
sufficiently in length. The vertical structuring element must increase sufficiently to not fit in the noise
while fitting in the signal and the horizontal structuring element must increase to not fit in the noise.
According to parts (ii), and (iii) of Eq. 4.14, a fitting noise grain increases r2 if it contributes to
passage; on the other hand, the increase in r2 is mitigated by part (v) because every time a signal grain
does not pass, there is a uniformly random choice as whether to decrement r\ or r2. The horizontal
structuring element adapts so as not to pass the noise, but this adaptation is sufficiently countered so
that it is not long enough to eliminate noise grains of extreme horizontal length.
A more realistic image realization is shown in Fig. 4-24. For this image model, the signal grains
are horizontal and vertical rectangles. The long side of a signal rectangle is normally distributed with
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Figure 4-23: Processed image of Fig. 4-18 by type-[II,l] filter.
mean 30, variance 9; the short side is normally distributed with mean 8, variance 4. The noise process
consists of irregular shaped grains with comparable areas to the signal grains. There is no overlap
between grains. We have applied a type-[II, 1] adaptive reconstructive r-opening filter model with
vertical and horizontal linear structuring elements. The steady-state distribution (50 realizations) is
shown in Fig. 4-25, the center of mass being (25.99, 25.45). Figure 4-26 shows the reconstructed
r-opened realization of Fig. 4-24 using vertical and horizontal linear structuring elements of length
26.
Our final example illustrates how the adaptive multiparameter methodology can be used on an
image process that, as generated, is not signal-union-noise. Consider three grain processes, So, Ao,
and N, where So D N ^ 0. Let S = So No . The signal-union-noise process SUA satisfies
our model since S D N = 0; however, S U N is modeling a signal process So that is corrupted by
both subtractive noise Ao and union noise N, the point being that, as we have defined it, the signal-
union-noise is more general than at first itmight appear. To apply the model, suppose So consists of
cross-like grains with both arms (independently) normally distributed with mean 30 and variance 9.
Suppose both Ao andN are composed of the same kind of irregular shapes employed in the preceding
example. In effect, No is an occlusion process relative to So andA is a clutter process. The observed
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Figure 4-24: Realization of cross-like signal grains and irregular shaped noise grains.
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Figure 4-25: Estimated steady-state distribution of type-[II, 1].
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Figure 4-26: Processed image of Fig. 4-24 by type-[II,l] filter.
process S U Ar suffers from both occlusion and clutter. A realization is shown in Fig. 4-27. The
task of the reconstructive r-opening based on openings by vertical and horizontal linear structuring
elements is to remove clutter while passing the occluded signal. The steady-state distribution (based
on 50 realizations) for the type-[II, 1] model is shown in Fig. 4-28, the center of mass being (21.27,
22.05). Figure 4-29 shows the realization of Fig. 4-27 following a reconstructive t-opening with
vertical and horizontal linear structuring elements of length 22.
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Figure 4-27: Realization of cross-like signal grains and irregular shaped noise grains with occlusion.
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Figure 4-28: Estimated steady-state distribution of type-[II, 1].
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Figure 4-29: Processed image of Fig. 4-27 by type-[II,l] filter.
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Chapter 5
Adaptive Bandpass r-Openings
In previous chapters, we have assumed the parameter distribution of the signal process tends to be
larger than that of the noise process due to the increasing property of the r-opening filters. In fact,
the granulometric spectral decomposition provides a partition of the image from which a bandpass
filter may be designed to operate by passing some components but not passing others. In this chap
ter, we will first discuss the optimal bandpass reconstructive filters. The signal and noise models
employed in this chapter are the same as employed in chapter 3. The reconstructive opening filters
are parameterized into bandpass or bandstop filters and then an adaptive procedures is introduced.
Techniques developed in Chapters 3 and 4 will be applied to study the characteristics of the bandpass
filters. Some unique problems arising frommultiple passbands are discussed in the chapter. Numer
ical examples for each filter design are provided throughout the chapter. We will demonstrate how
the method can be applied to clutter removal at the end of the chapter. Generally, there are no shape
constraints on signal and noise grains and no constraints on similarity between granulometric and
image generators, though a segmentation preprocessing may be applied to separate the overlapping
5.1 Reconstructive-Granulometric Size Distribution and Spectral De
composition
As discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, a Euclidean granulometry is a family {^t}, where each fil
ter ^>t is a r-opening with base B given by Eq. 2.19. IfA is a fixed compact set and a Lebesgue
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measure (area), then the size distribution fi(i) = a[^f (A)] is a decreasing and continuous from left
[Matheron, 1975]. Let ft(0) = a[X] and assume at least one generating set for {ST/J contains more
than one single point. If
A'
is compact, then fi(t) = 0 for sufficiently large t. The normalized size
distribution is defined by Eq. 2.21 and some relevant properties are discussed in Section 2.2. The
inverted size distribution is defined as
ff(t)=n(0)-fi(t) = fi(0)$() (5.1)
Consequently, H(0) = 0 and Hit) = a[X] for sufficient large t.
Similarly for the reconstructive filter family {At} defined in Section 3.2, a reconstructive gran
ulometry can be defined and thus the size distribution $() and inverted size distribution Hit).
The granulometric optimization can be achieved based on the expected inverted size distribution
H() = E[Hit)]. Again, H(0) = 0 and H is increasing. For the union model given in Eq. 3.1,
we have the inverted size distribution of image S,
A
H(t) = Y2{<*[Xk]:Uxk <t}
fc=l
= ][>[Afc]T[Afc;t] (5.2)
k=i
where T[; ] is a threshold function defined as follows,
f 1 MXk < t
T[Xk;t] = { k (5.3)
[ 0 MXk > t
Taking the expectation ofHit) in Eq. 5.2 yields,
H{t) = E[A]E[a[X]T\X;t]] (5.4)
As discussed inChapters 3 and 4, the random setX usually depends on some parameters or parameter
vector r possessing a multivariate density function of /R.(r), therefore,
U(t) = E[A]f a[X](r)/R(r)dr (5.5)J{r:Mx(r)<t}
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Suppose the primary grain X depends only on one random parameter, X = X(r), and Mxir) is an
increasing function of r. Then we can further simplify Eq. 5.5,
ra w
U(t) = E[A] a[X](r)/R(r)dr (5.6)
Jo
where g(r) = Mxir). In the special case where 9(7-) = r, we have,
H(t) = E[A] f a[X\ir)fKir)dr (5.7)Jo
and assume H(i) function is of bounded variation and continuous from left1, and also assume the
probability density function fR is continuous, then the derivative ofH is,
H.'(t)=E[A]fR(t)a[X](t) (5.8)
The importance of the derivative H' relies on the spectral decomposition and the filter optimiza
tion. The continuous opening spectrum of the binary image S relative to the reconstmctive granu
lometry {At} is defined by
St= f|[At(5)-At+T(5)] (5.9)
T>0
for t > 0. The corresponding discrete opening spectrum is defined by
St = At(S)-At+i(S) (5.10)
For both case, the collection {St} forms a disjoint decomposition of S. We leave further discussion
about discrete spectrum and continuous spectrum to the reference [Dougherty, 1995b].
5.2 Optimal Granulometric Bandpass Filter
The goal of the bandpass filter is to estimate an image S from its degraded observation
SUA"
such that
the estimation error, defined by symmetric difference, is minimized. The granulometric bandpass
filter E is defined by choosing a pass set V = {t : St is passed}. The corresponding fail set is
1The condition imposed here dose not introduce any practical constraints. See reference [Dougherty, 1995b] for de
tailed discussion.
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defined by T = Vc. Thus the bandpass filter is,
H(5) = U St (5.11)
tev
Equation 5.11 indicates that, in order to find an optimal bandpass filter, one should find the optimal
pass set V. Let H5 and Hyv denote the expected inverted size distribution for the signal and noise,
respectively, and also assume H5 and H/y satisfy previously stated conditions. If S and N are dis
joint, then the optimal pass set is given by [Dougherty, 1995b],
P = {t : H'sit) > H'N{t)} (5.12)
Given the granulometry {At}, we denote an optimal pass set by 'P(A) and fail set by T(A), and
denote the corresponding optimal bandpass filter by Ej\. The error of the optimal bandpass filter
e[ELj\] can also be expressed in terms of pass and fail sets,
e[H]=/ Wsit)dt+ WNit)dt (5.13)
J{t:teT>(A.)} J{t:tF{A)}
Thus, the optimal filter design is carried out by finding the expected inverted size distributions of
both signal and noise processes and then solving the differential inequality given in Eq. 5.12 and
evaluating the filter error by Eq. 5.13.
Example 1 Optimal bandpass filter with Normal Distribution:
Consider the signal and noise processes given in Eq. 3.1. The signal image consists of square
possessing random angle rotation 6 and random radius r with density function /(r). The noise
image consists of ellipses possessing random angle of rotation and random minor axis 2k; and major
axis Aw with density function fw iw). With \T>t being ordinary opening by a disk of radius t, from
Eq. 5.8, we have,
H's{t) = 4E[A]t2fRit)
H'Nit) = 2irE[B]t2fwit) (5.14)
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t"IT
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
fsjt)
4.96 x 10~7
2.48 x IO"6
1.11 x IO"5
4.46 x IO"5
1.60 x 10~4
5.14 x IO-4
1.48 x IO"3
3.80 x IO"3
8.74 x IO-3
1.80 x IO"2
3.32 x IO-2
5.47 x 10~2
8.07 x IO-2
1.06 x IO"1
1.26 x IO"1
(7T/2)/Ar(t)
1.03 x IO-2
3.18 x IO"2
7.63 x IO"2
1.43 x IO"1
2.07 x IO"1
2.35 x IO"1
2.07 x IO-1
1.43 x IO"1
7.63 x IO'2
3.18 x IO-2
1.03 x IO-2
2.61 x 10~3
5.14 x IO"4
7.88 x IO-5
9.44 x IO-6
t fS(t) (7T/2)fNjt)
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
.33 x
IO"1
.26 x IO"1
.06 x
IO"1
.07 x
IO"2
.47 x
IO"2
.32 x
IO"2
.80 x
IO"2
.74 x
IO-3
.80 x
IO"3
.48 x
IO"3
.14 x
IO"4
.60 x
IO"4
.46 x
IO-5
.11 x IO"5
.48 x IO"6
1.17 x IO-6
3.20 x IO-6
2.63 x IO"5
1.71 x IO"4
8.70 x IO"4
3.44 x IO"3
1.06 x IO"2
2.54 x IO"2
4.75 x IO"2
6.91 x IO"2
7.83 x IO"2
6.91 x IO"2
4.75 x IO"2
2.54 x IO"2
1.06 x IO-3
Table 5.1: Probability density functions for bandpass filter.
where E[A] and E[B] are the expected number of signal grains and noise grains, respectively. Ac
cording to Eq. 5.12, the pass set is defined by inequality E[A]fRit) > in/2)E[B]fwit). Suppose
E[A] = E[B], signal sizing parameter r possesses normal distribution with mean 20 and standard
deviation 3, and noise sizing parameter w possesses a bimodal distribution that is the sum of two
normal distributions: one having mean 10, standard deviation 2 and mass 3/4, and the other having
mean 30, standard deviation 2 and mass 1/4, or,
fair) = A(r;20,3)
fwiw) = 1n(w;10,2) + N(w;30,2) (5.15)
where N(r;p,a) denotes the normal density with mean p and standard deviation a. The distribu
tions given in Eq. 5.15 are partially tabulated in Table 5.1 and depicted in Fig. 5-1. The end points
t'
and
t"
of the passband can be obtained from the inequality. They are
t'
= 14.336 and t" = 26.322.
The minimum error of the optimal filter can also be obtained through Eq. 5.13,
e~[7-i,r2] =
rrx /-oo 1 rr2
/ H'sit)dt+ H'sit)dt + / H'Nit)dtJo Jr2 J Jrx
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Figure 5-1: Sizing parameter density functions for signal and noise.
= 4E[A]
rr\ roo
/ t2fRit)dt + / t2fRit)dtJO Jr2 2irE[B] / tzfw(t)dt (5.16)Jrx
Equation 5.16 is illustrated in Fig. 5-2 width the signal and noise distributions given in Eq. 5.15.
Clearly, the terms inside the bracket of Eq. 5.16 are the error from signal grains which fall out
side the passband of the filter S, while the last terms in Eq. 5.16 is the error from noise grains
which fall inside the passband. For the given probability density function in Eq. 5.15, we obtained
eH[14.336, 26.322] = 114.58J5[A], where E[A] = E[B], or eE = 0.0323[T], where E[T] is the
expected total area in the observed image.
5.3 Adaptive Bandpass Filters
The optimal bandpass filter obtained in the previous section may contain many passbands. How
ever, in order to demonstrate the methodology developed in Chapter 3 and 4, we only consider the
single passband or stopband problems. Multiple passband problem can be dealt with by using some
bandpass filters in parallel (union) or the combination of bandpass filters and bandstop filters.
Consider the signal-noise model SUA given by Eq. 3.1 under the assumption that grains are
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Figure 5-2: Filter error.
disjoint (disjointness may have resulted from a segmentation procedure). Let {*r}bea distributive
granulometry defined by Eq. 2.20 (single parameter r-opening filter) and let At be the filter derived
from ^r by reconstruction. For a single passband problem, we may parameterize the filter into fol
lowing form,
Vvlir2(S) = Ari(S)-Ar2(S) (5.17)
where r\ < r2. The bandwidth of the filter is r = r2 ri. The filtered image Vv1)7.2(S U N)
contains a subset of the grains from SUA. Clearly, Eq. 5.17 is a two-parameter filter. Different
from situations in Chapter 4, however, the reconstructive opening filter used in Eq. 5.17 has only
one sizing parameter. Therefore, the distribution of the granulometric measure defined by Eq. 3.3
in Chapter 3 can be employed to characterize the adaptation procedure.
The adaptive bandpass filterwill be of the formVVi(n),r2(n)> where n corresponds to the nth grain
encountered while the input image S U N is scanned2. When a grain G arrives, there are four fol-
for other scanning modes and their arrival probabilities, see chapter 3.
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lowing possibilities,
a. G is a noise grain and i>ri(n),r2{n) (G) = G, (G is inside the passband)
b. G is a signal grain and ^ri{n),r2(n)(G) = 0, (G is outside the passband)
c. G is a noise grain and VVi(n),r2(n) (G) = 0, (G is outside the passband)
d. G is a signal grain and tpn(n),r2(n)iG) = G, (G is inside the passband) (5.18)
In order to obtain a good adaptive filter, we employ the same adaptation rules as used in Chapter 4,
i. ri > t"i + 1 and/or r2 > r2 1 if condition (a) occurs,
ii. ri > r-i 1 and/or r2 > r2 + 1 if condition (b) occurs, (5.19)
iii. ri > 7~i and r2 ) r2 if condition (c) or (d) occurs,
where 7~i < r2. The adaptation rules are designed such that when a signal grain is erroneously
eliminated by the filter, the passband should be expanded. On the other hand, when a noise grain
passes, the passband should be reduced. Assuming grain arrivals and primary-grain realizations are
independent, the parameter pair in, r2) determines a two-dimensional discrete state-space Markov
chain. Taking the same approach in Chapter 4 and depending on the actual protocol on how and/or
are taken, we consider following cases:
5.3.1 Known center of passband
When the center of the passband, denoted too, is given, the bandpass filter can be simplified as two
single parameter filters, i.e., the parameter n depends on the probability to the left of loq only and
the parameter r2 depends on the probability to the right of loq Therefore, the transition probabilities
are,
i. Prx,rx+1 = PiN)Piri <MN < L00)
ii. pri,ri_i = PiS)PiMs<ri)
iii. pri,ri = PiS)PiMs>ri) + PiN)PHMN<ri)UiMN>Loo)) (5-20)
= PiS) [1 - PiMs < ri )] + P(N) [1 - Pin <MN< loo)}
= 1 - PiS)PiMs < n) - PiN)Pin <MN< loo)
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and
iv. pr2<r2+ l = PiS)PiMS > T2)
V. pT2,r2-l = P(A)P(w0 <MN< r2 )
vi. pr2>r2 = PiS)PiMs < r2) + PiN)P HMN < uo) U (MN > r2)) (5.21)
= PiS) [1 - PiMs > r2)\ + PiN) [1 - PK < MN < r2)j
= 1 - PiS)PiMs > r2) - P(A)P(w0 < MN < r2)
where PiS) and P(A) are the probabilities of signal and noise arriving, respectively. Ms and Mn
are the granulometric measure (defined by Eq. 3.3) of signal grain and noise grain, respectively.
Equations 5.20 and 5.21 suggest that two reconstructive filters in Eq. 5.17 can be adjusted inde
pendently, or in other words, Eqs. 5.20 and 5.21 form two independent Markov chains. More
over, it is guaranteed that ri can never be larger than u>o and r2 can never be smaller than too . Let
XTl = Pri,rx+i
ana"
Prx = Pn.n-i i Eq. 5.20 and let aT2 = pT2tr2+i and Pr2 = pT2_T2-i in Eq.
5.21. According to Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, we have following state transition probabilities
for ri andr2,
priin+l) = pri-hripri-iin) +pTl+l,rlPrl+ lin) + Prx,rxPrxin) I < rX < UJ0
= XTl-ipri-iin) + pri+ipri+i(n) - (Ari + pri ) pTl in) + priin)
piin + 1) = p2p2in) - Xipiin) + piin)
(5.22)
and,
pT2(n+l) = pr2-i,T2pr2-i (n) + Pr2+l}r2Pr2+l in) + Pr2,r2Pr2 in) T2 > LO0
= ar2-ipr2-iin) + pr2+ipr2+iin) - iar2 + PT2 ) pT2 in) +pT2in)
Pu>0in + 1) = Puo+ip^+iin) - aoJoPwo in) + Pu0 in)
(5.23)
Clearly, Eqs. 5.22 and 5.23 are the same Markov chain with different arrival and service rates. The
existence of the steady-state solution for queue ri always exists since the n queue is finite (from 0 to
wq). If r2 queue satisfies the condition state in Chapter 3, then the steady-state must exist. Therefore,
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Tl Pr: r2 Pro
5 3.10 x IO"32 20 1.41 x IO"19
6 8.25 x IO"26 21 5.43 x IO"14
7 3.32 x IO"20 22 1.82 x IO"9
8 3.01 x IO"15 23 5.65 x IO"6
9 3.09 x IO"11 24 1.86 x IO"3
10 8.44 x 10~8 25 7.59 x IO"2
11 4.83 x IO"5 26 4.39 x IO"1
12 5.65 x IO"3 27 4.10 x IO"1
13 1.27 x IO"1 28 6.99 x IO"2
14 5.10 x IO"1 29 2.41 x IO"3
15 3.27 x IO"1 30 1.82 x IO"5
16 2.99 x IO"2 31 3.25 x IO"8
17 3.44 x IO"4 32 1.40 x IO-11
18 4.32 x IO-7 33 1.46 x IO"15
19 5.09 x IO"11 34 3.52 x IO-20
20 4.58 x IO"16 35 1.83 x IO-25
Table 5.2: Steady states probabilities for n and r2 for Example 2.
the solutions of Eqs. 5.22 and 5.23 are,
n-i
Pn = pi n
Pl
xk
k=l Vk+l
1
wo rx-1
ri = 2,3, . .. ,co0
(5.24)
i+En
A*
x=2 k=l ^k+l
and
r2-l
TT ak
Pr2 = Pwo H T,
k=w0 &+1
Pwo oo r2 1
r2= LO0 + 1,L00 + 2,
(5.25)
ak
r2=wo+l k=ui0 ^k+l
i+ e n
Example 2 Known center ofpassband with normal distribution.
Let the signal and noise processes be the same as in Example 1 . In order to compare to the result
in Example 1, we chose the arrival probability of PiS) and P(A) to follow the weighted random
point selection protocol. We also assume that the expected number of signal grains equals the ex-
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pected noise grains, E[A]/E[B] = 1. Therefore, by using Eq. 3.20 combined with signal and noise
sizing parameter density functions given by Eq. 5.15, we have PiS) = 0.461 and P(A) = 0.539.
We chose \T>r to be ordinary opening by a disk of radius r, then the granulometric measure density
functions, fMs and JMn can be obtained from sizing parameter density functions fR(r) and fwiw)
given by Eq. 5.15, respectively. First, the probability density of signal granulometric measure Ms
is equal to that of the modified primary grain sizing parameter3,
fMsir) = 4r2fRir)oo
4r2fRir)dr
oo
4r2fRjr)
=
Fr rv11 (5-26)E[a[A\]
where X is the signal grain primitive set. Since we adopt the weighed random point selection pro
tocol, by using Eq. 3.20, we have,
P(S)hf(r) - EWEWXK 4r2f^ns)tMs(r) -
E[T] E[a[x]]
= 4r2/K(r-)f[^j (5.27)
Similar to Eqs. 5.26 and 5.27, we have the granulometric measure density function for noise,
PiN)fMNiw) = 27rw2fwiw)E^ (5.28)
Also, the center of the passband is loq = 20. The results from numerical calculation are listed in
Table 5.2 and depicted in Fig. 5-3. The mean and standard deviation ofn are 14.249 and 0.734, re
spectively. Then mean and standard deviation of r2 are 26.478 and 0.753, respectively. The expected
error of the adaptive filter can be calculated from Eq. 5.16,
E[e[~]]=Y2 E 4i?M / t2fnit)dt+ t2fRit)dt + 2irE[B] / t2fwit)dt
ri= lr2=uj0
L Lio Jr2 J Jn
Prx,r2
(5.29)
3See discussion in section 3.4. The primary grain sizing parameter distribution may be altered by choosing a particular
arrival probability. Also see Appendix A.5 for the derivation if such an alteration is necessary.
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Example 2
(dash lines)
Example 3
(solid line)
Figure 5-3: Marginal steady state probabilities for Examples 2 and 3.
For this example, pri,r2 = PnPr2 according to independence assumption of ri queue and r2
queue. Since the distribution of signal and noise sizing parameters are given in Example 1, we have
E[e[E]] = 152.50E[A] or 0.0430[T]. Obviously, the trade-off of using the adaptive filter is the
increasing of filter error relative to that of the optimal filter given in Example 1 .
5.3.2 Unknown Center of Passband
Often, one does not know the center of the passband. In this case one can tell the cause when a grain
does not pass the filter: either the size of the grain is too big or too small, but it is not possible to tell
the cause when a grain passes the filter. Therefore, n and r2 are no longer independent. We chose
following adaptation rules:
L P(rx,r2),{ri l,r2)
U- P(rx,r2),(n,r2+l)
iu- P(rur2),(rx+l,r2)
1V- P(ri,r2),(ri,r2-1)
v- P(rx,r2),(rx,r2)
PiS)PiMs < n)
PiS)PiMs > r2)
ip(A)P(n < MN < r2)
ip(A)P(n < MN < r2)
PiS)Pin <MS< r2) + P(N) iPiMN < n) + PiMN > r2))
1 - P(N)P(n <MN< r2) - PiS) iPiMs < n) + PiMs > r2))
(5.30)
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Figure 5-4: State transition diagram for bandpass filter.
where t~i < r2. If a signal grain arrives and it is erroneously eliminated by the filter due to its sizing
parameter either being too small (case i) or too big (case ii), then the filter passband should be in
creased (either decrement n for case i and increment r2 for case ii). If a noise grain arrives and
it passes the filter (cases iii and iv), then the filter passband should be reduced. However, since
one does not know which filter parameter (ri or r2) to adjust, an equiprobabilistical random se
lection is made (either increment ri or decrement r2). A typical transition diagram is shown in
Fig. 5-4. Let ari = P(ritr2),(rx-l,r2)> 0r2 = P(rx,r2),{rx,r2+1)> Prx,r2 = P{rx,r2),(rx,r2-l)> and
Kltr2 = P(n,r2),(n+i,r2) then using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, we have state probability
increment for internal states,
Prx,r2in + 1) - prur2in) = an+iPri+i,r2 (n) + /3r2_ipri,r2_i(n)
+AT.1-l,r2Pri-l,7-2(Tl) + Prltr2+ lPrx,r2+lin)
-(an +PT2 + Xri>r2 + Prx,r2)Prx,r2in) (5.31)
Typical boundary states in Fig. 5-4 are (1,1), (2,1) and (2,2). The corresponding state probability
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n Prx r2 Pr2
5 2.42 x IO"30 20 3.28 x IO"8
6 3.70 x IO"24 21 6.46 x IO"7
7 7.79 x IO"19 22 1.22 x IO"5
8 2.79 x IO"14 23 2.16 x IO"4
9 1.92 x IO"10 24 3.57 x IO"3
10 2.76 x IO"7 25 4.90 x IO"2
11 8.48 x IO"5 26 3.06 x IO-1
12 5.66 x IO"3 27 4.77 x IO"1
13 8.38 x IO"2 28 1.54 x IO-1
14 3.07 x IO"1 29 1.04 x IO"2
15 3.54 x IO"1 30 1.56 x IO"4
16 1.81 x IO"1 31 5.53 x IO"7
17 5.46 x IO"2 32 4.75 x IO"10
18 1.15 x IO"2 33 9.88 x IO"14
19 1.90 x IO-3 34 4.76 x IO'18
20 2.62 x IO"4 35 4.97 x IO-23
Table 5.3: Steady states probabilities for rx and r2 for Example 3.
increment functions are,
Pi,i(t7 + 1) -Pi,i(n) = a2p2,i(n) - Aupu(n)
P2,iin + 1) -p2,i(n) = a3P3,i(77) +Aiiip].ii(n) + p2,2p2,2in) - (a2 + Pi + X2,i) p2,iin)
P2ain + 1) ~P2ain) = ctzpzflin) + 0iP2,iin) - ip2,2 + A2]2)p2)2(n)
(5.32)
To solve Eqs. 5.31 and 5.32 for the steady-state solution, we let limn^.00p7.1]T.2(n) = pri,r2 or let
right-hand side of both equations to be zero. However, since its analytical solution is not possible4,
we employ the numerical method, in Example 3, to solve for the solution in the same setting ofEx
ample 1.
Example 3 Unknown center ofpassband with normal distribution.
Consider the same setting as stated in Examples 1 and 2. Therefore, we have granulometric mea
sure density functions for signal and noise as given in Eqs. 5.27 and 5.28. The joint steady-state
probabilities pri,r2 are numerically calculated and shown in Fig. 5-5. The marginal distribution of
4Due to the same reason as stated in section 5 ofChapter 4.
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Figure 5-5: Steady state probability distribution of Example 3.
Example # n 7-2 E[e[E]]/E[T]
1 14.336 26.322 0.0323
2 p = 14.249 p = 26.478 0.0430
o = 0.734 ct = 0.753
3 p = 14.842 p = 26.759 0.0503
cr = 1.101 ct = 0.822
Table 5.4: Results from Examples 1 to 3.
ri and r2 are listed in Table 5.3 and also plotted in Fig. 5-3 along with the result obtained from
Example 2. The mean and standard deviation of ri are 14.842 and 1.101, respectively. The mean
and standard deviation of r2 are 26.759 and 0.822, respectively. The expected filter error ^[e[S]] is
178.4E[A] or 0.0503[T]. Compared to the results from Examples 1 and 2 (all listed in Table 5.4),
the variance of ri and r2 and the filter error are obviously increased due to the lack of information.
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5.4 Adaptive Bandstop Filter
Similar to an adaptive passband filter, an adaptive single stopband filter adjusts two ends of a stop-
band. Let the adaptive bandstop filter to be 4>ri(n),r2(n)- When a grain G arrives, there are the fol
lowing possibilities,
a. G is a noise grain and VVi(n),7-2(n)(G) = G, (G is outside the stopband)
b. G is a signal grain and 4>n(n),r2{n) (G) = 0, (G is inside the stopband)
c. G is a noise grain and VVi(n),r2(n)(G0 0> (G is inside the stopband)
d. G is a signal grain and i>Tl(n),r2(n)iG) = G, (G is outside the stopband) (5.33)
Adaptation rules for the stopband filter can be set-up similarly to Eq. 5.19,
i. ri > n ~ 1 and/or r2 > r2 + 1 if condition (a) occurs,
ii. n > ri + 1 and/or r2 - r2 - 1 if condition (b) occurs, (5.34)
iii. ri > n and r2 > r2 if condition (c) or (d) occurs,
wheren < r2 . The adaptation rules are designed such that when a signal grain is erroneously elimi
nated by the filter, the stopband should be reduced; when a noise grain passes the filter, the stopband
should be increased. Thus, the bandstop filter is exactly an opposite case to the bandpass filter, or
in other words, if the signal and noise sizing parameter distributions are swapped, e.g. distributions
given by Eq. 5.15, we will get the same result for n and r2 for the bandstop filter, where rx and r2
are two extreme points of the stopband. For these reasons, we do not list the results for the stopband
filter.
An interesting question remains to be answered: what is the result if the stopband filter is mis-
identified as a passband filter and a passband adaptation procedure is applied? Example 4 demon
strates what is a possible outcome with normal distributions for signal and noise sizing parameters.
Example 4 Mis-identified case:
Consider a similar setting as given in Example 1 except for Eq. 5.15, which is swapped and given
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Figure 5-6: Steady state probability distribution of Example 4.
as follows,
fnir) = ^A(r;10,2) + ^V(r;30,2)
fwiw) = N(w;20,3) (5.35)
Clearly, it is either a single stopband setting, or two passband setting. We chose a bandpass adapta
tion procedure as given by Eq. 5.19. Using the same approach in Example 3, we obtained the steady-
state probability distribution shown in Fig. 5-6. The marginal probabilities are plotted in Fig. 5-7
along with the original sizing parameter density functions in Eq. 5.35 and granulometric measure
density functions given. The adaptive procedure actually localizes the highest peak of the passband,
however, with a rather poor accuracy. Although there is no noise density mass to the right side of
r2, it is the noise mass within the passband that pulls both ri and 7-2 close to each other, since the
adaptation rules do not know whether the noise mass inside the passband is symmetric distributed
or not. On the other hand, r\ is at the location where the signal and noise masses are balanced to the
left of ri, according to the adaptation rules.
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Figure 5-7: Marginal steady state probabilities for Examples 4.
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Figure 5-8: Realization of Example 1.
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Figure 5-9: Filtered image of Fig. 5-8.
5.5 Applications to Noise Clutter Removal
To further demonstrate the effects of the adaptive bandpass reconstructive r-opening filters, we re
consider the case given in Example 1. Fig. 5-8 shows a realization of a signal-union-noise clutter
model possessing 50 signal grains (randomly rotated ellipse) and 50 noise grains (randomly rotated
square). Signal grains and noise grains possess the size distributions given in Example 1 (depicted
in Fig. 5- 1 . A bandpass filter can be obtained from the calculation in Example 1 . Figure 5-9 shows
a filtered image S(S U N) corresponding to Fig. 5-8.
Automated crystal analysis as described in Chapter 3, section 10 may need a bandpass filter to
remove both degenerate grains and fully developed grains, such that the analysis can concentrate on
semi-developed grains. Figure 5-10 shows a crystal image similar to Fig. 3-11, where the crystal in
teriors are labeled either black (signal) or grey (noise). We employ the adaptive r-opening filter by
a disc structuring element of radius r. The empirical steady-state distribution of the adaptive param
eters are shown in Fig. 5-11. The mean and standard deviation of rj are 7.19 and 1.79, respectively,
and those of r2 are 12.82 and 2.01, respectively. We chose ri = 8 and r2 = 13 and apply the corre
sponding filters to Fig. 5-10. The filtered image is shown in Fig. 5-12.
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Figure 5-10: Segmented crystal image.
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Figure 5-11: Empirical size distributions and steady state distribution
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Figure 5-12: Filtered image of Fig. 5-10.
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Chapter 6
Summary
The present thesis has investigated the adaptive reconstructive r-opening filter properties in the con
text ofMarkov chains. Three related morphological-based filters, single parameterized r-opening
filter, multi-parameterized r-opening filter and bandpass r-opening filters are studied. Our analysis
based on the steady-state distribution of theMarkov chain induced by the morphological filters. We
first verified the existence of the steady state, and then analyzed the steady-state characteristics of
the adaptive filters, such as long-run mean, variance and its long-run expected error. Although the
concept was originated from erosion based adaptive filters, it is better described in r-opening filters
due to its simplicity of sizing parameterization, which has been extensively studied well-understood
by previous theoretical work on granulometry.
The study of single parameter r-opening filters provides the understanding in depth of how
Markov chains is employed into adaptive filter analysis. The analysis of multi-parameter r-opening
filters sets the problem into a special Markov chain network. It provides the insight of the system
when it sets in higher dimension. The study of the bandpass filter demonstrate the generalization of
the technique. It is proposed and studied in the thesis that one may use the long-run expected er
ror of the adaptive filter to approximate the optimal filter, instead of directly pursue the optimal filter
which is often difficult to obtain. As demonstrated in the thesis, the long-run expected error of the fil
ter, given the uniformly distributed sizing parameter of grain model image and noise, strongly agree
with the optimal results. The conclusion is also supported by many examples for multiparameter
filters and and bandpass filters.
Since the entire adaptive r-opening filter discussion is in a probabilistic setting. Therefore, in-
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stead of giving a deterministic condition (necessary and sufficient) for convergence as given by Eq.
2.54, we employ aMarkov queueing model to describe the adaptive filter with a steady state proba
bility distribution interpretation. Besides some direct connection between the results from traditional
adaptive linear filter theory and those from our approach, some interpretations are important to sum
marize again.
First, the value of p, step-size parameter in adaptive linear filter, is set to 1 in our study. Even
though the entire study will not be affected if p takes other values (greater than 1 or non-integer), the
actual value of p affects the final result of each problem. From steady state probability distribution
point of view, the large p value generates a coarse steady state distribution. One immediate conclu
sion is that the bigger the p value, the larger the variance of the steady state distribution, but more
fast adaptation time. Another important observation is that the value of p should not be larger than
farthest mode in the steady-state probability distribution. For a steady state distribution given in Fig.
4-10, ,u. value may not exceed 10. The queueing theory provides some other alternative approaches
for step-size, such as different arrival rate and service rate, bulk arrival queueing discipline, or other
image scanning mode.
Second, from adaptive linear filter theory, the filter parameter approaches the optimal value at a
geometric ratio equal to 1 - pXk, where p is step-size parameter and Afc is the A:th eigenvalue of the
covariance matrix. The transient analysis of the queueing approach predicts an exponential relation.
Hence, it agrees with adaptive linear theory.
Last, the probabilistic interpretation for the adaptive filter convergence has two folds, one is the
existence of steady state probability distribution, and the other one is the distribution modes. The
existence is guaranteed for single parameter adaptive filter (see Eq. 3. 1 1). However, there is no guar
antee for single-mode distribution all the time. If one selects a set of wrong (improper) set of adap
tation rules, more modes may appear in the steady-state distribution such that the filter parameters
will oscillates among these centers.
Clearly, the steady-state probability distribution plays a key role in the analysis. Therefore, it is
this thesis study's major contribution to recognize the importance ofMarkov chains theory and set
the nonlinear adaptive filter study into its framework.
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Appendix A
A.I Moment Generating FunctionMethod
Let lis and II# be continuous uniform densities over [a, b) and [c.d), respectively, as defined in
section 3.6. From Eq. 3.10, we have following steady-state equation,
0 = Pc+iPc+i - Acpc (r = c)
0 = Xr-lPr-l + Pr+lPr+l ~ (Ar + pr)pr (c < r < b)
0 = Xb-iPb-i - PbPb (t* = b)
(A.I)
multiply
zT to each equation in Eq. A.I and then sum from r = c + 1 to b, we have,
b 6-1 6-1 6
^2 Ar_ipr_i2:r + Yj Pr+lPr+lZT- ^2 XrpTZT - ]T pr-lPTZT= 0
r=c+l r=c+l r=c+l r=c+l
(A.2)
By using index substitution of each summation, Eq. A.2 can be re-written into,
6-1
0 = z
Y^
XrprzT
H
rc
[b-1
Y2 PrPrzT~ Pc+lPc+lZc+1
r=c+l
Y^ XrprZr - XcpcZC - Y2 bPrPrZT
T=c r=c+l
6-1
= (z-l)Y^
KPrZ1
+ I 1 - ~ )Y2 V-rP-
1
c+1
(A.3)
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where the second equality is derived by using the first equation in Eq. A. 1 . Let
6
Pi*) = YlPrzT (A.4)
r=c
Then we have,
= ~ Y2 rPrZr (A.5)
dP(x) 1 h
dz
I c
replacing Ar and pT by using Eq. 3.26 and noticing that Xb = 0 and pc = 0, we have,
where p = ~p-\j^- Solving above equation for dP/dz, we have
dPiz) bz + Pc
dz ziP +
The solution of Eq. A.7 is,
Piz) (A.7)
P(z) = Aiz + p)b~czc (A.8)
where A is a constant. Comparing Eqs. A.4 and A.8, we have,
b-c
Aiz + pf-^pc + Y^Pc^z1 (A.9)
i=i
Then the constant A = pc/?-(6_"c) is determined by letting z 0 in above equation. Thus, Eq. A.8
becomes,
P(z)=Pczc(l + ^j (A. 10)
The first state probability pc is obtained by letting z 1 in Eqs. A. 10 and A.8 and then using the
boundary condition J2r=cpT = 1. We have,
Pc
[l + l/P)(b-c) / mNPiN)\b-<
(A'n)
1 +
msPiS) J
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which is exactly the same result as given in Eq. 3.28. Other states pr can be obtained by using bi
nomial expansion of Eq. A. 10.
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A.2 Derivations for Uniform Homothetic Model
Let
P =
mNPiN)
msPiS)
and n = b c. Then from Eq. 3.28, we have following equality,
PcYl
i=0
'
n
>. i ,
mNPjN)
msPiS) \
= PcE
71
i=0 \ /
Pcil+PT
1
(A. 12)
(A.13)
The last equality is due to the unity condition of the state probability. Taking the derivative to both
sides of Eq. A.13 in terms of p, we have
P'Em,)pl-l=Pcnil+
p)n-1
i=i
(A. 14)
or
PcYli\i)pl
= Pcnpii + p)
np
^TP
n-l
(A. 15)
By taking another derivative to both sides of the first equality of Eq. A. 15, we can obtain another
equality,
A
.2
(n\ t npjnp+l)
** (>=
(l+p)2
i=0
(A. 16)
By using Eqs. A.13 A.15 and A.16, Eqs. 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31 are derived as follows,
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A.3 Evaluation of Eq. 3.24 with a Normal Density Function
We denote normal distribution function by <I>(z) which is defined by
$(z)
1 fz (*~m)2
/ e 22 dx
2iro ./-oo
(A.20)
where p is the mean and a is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. To evaluation Eq.
3.24, we do as follows,
9 (*-f)
x~e 2"2 dx xe 2<r2
oo
2
d ij)-
x /z)dx + / /izxe 2^2 dx
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/ xd ( e 2<r2
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Divide Eq. A.21 by a constant \j2ixa, we have,
27TCT i-
air + p) -Ii=^
x2e 2^2 dx = (cr2 + //2)$(r) -
" v
r r-'e 2*2
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(A.22)
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A.4 Generating Function Method for Two Parameter System
Suppose we have a system equationEq. 4. 1 8 and suppose its state diagram is a perfect square (similar
to Fig. 4-6 without top-most and right-most states). By multiplying z\z\ to each balanced steady-
state equation (Eq. 4.18) at state ii,j), then sum all the equation together. We have,
6 6 6 6
Y2 12XU-ljPi-l,3Zlz2 + Yl Y2 X2,i,j-lPi,3-lz[zJ2
i=c+l j=c i=c j=c+l
6-1 6 6 6-1
+ Y2 Y^ Pl,i+ljPi+l,3ZlZ2 + Y2 YI P2,i,3+ lPi,3+ lZlZ2
i=c j=c i=c j=c
6 6 6 6
Y2 E^-^-^l^+E YI P2,%j-lPi,3-lZlZ2
i=c+l 3=c i=c 3=c+l
6-16 b 6-1
- Y2 E *i,i+ijPi-ij=[4 + Y2Y2 ^.ij+iPij+i^
i=c j=c i=c j=c
(A.23)
Simplify Eq. A.23,
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6-1 6
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i=c 3=c
b 6-1
+ -1rr-YIH(A2,jPij - P2,ij+iPi,j+i)^^ = 0
i=c 3=c
However, we can not simply assume (which is the case in single parameter case),
(A.24)
X\,i,jPi,j = Pl,i+l,jPi+l,3
X2,i,jPi,j = P2,ij+lPi,j+l (A.25)
since these two equations lead to two different recursive solutions. For an uniformly distributed siz
ing parameter case, we have following transition probabilities,
AMj = -PiN)mNib-i)ib-j)
X2,i,3 = \PiN)mNib-i)ib-])
Pi,i,j = PiS)msii-c)
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and then we take following notation,
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and with straightforward algebraic reduction, we have,
P(N)mN:
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4 \zi z2 J [ dzidz2 J
- ^T^{(2^-cS+c-2rf)g+(2^-cf +c-m)H}=
To obtain the ultimate solution of the system with uniformly distributed signal and noise sizing dis
tribution, one has to solve the partial differential equation (PDE) of Eq. A.28, and then do inverse
z-transform to obtain the analytical result. None of them, however, are easy task, and the numerical
method is necessary for most situations.
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(A.29)
A.5 Sizing Parameter Probability Distribution
In the protocol of the weighted random point selection with replacement, points in the image frame
are randomly selected. To demonstrate the effect on primary grain sizing parameter distribution, we
assume that there are N primary grains iBi,B2, . . . , Bn) in the image and the sizing parameter of
the primary grain is governed by a probability density function fRir). A random event R is defined
as the sizing parameter of the grain where a random point x is selected. To find the probability density
fRir), we have to find the probability of a point x inside grains which sizing parameter is smaller
than or equal to r, given x inside any primary grain, or,
v
PiR <r) = P(x G U Bi\x 6 IJ Bi)
{i:T[B^r}=l} i=l
P(seU{i:r(Bi;r)=i}i)
P(xelJIi^)
where T[; ] is a threshold function defined by,
.
1 Bk < r
T[Bk;r] = {
"
(A.30)
0 Bk >r
Let the area of the entire image is C. The area occupied by all primary grains is
N
Aioo)=Y,a[Bi] (A.31)
i=i
where [] is the measure (area) of the grain. The area occupied by all grains of which sizing pa
rameters are smaller than or equal to r is
JV
A(r) = 5>[z]T[iM (A.32)
i=l
Therefore, the probability of a point x inside primary grains (the denominator in Eq. A.29) is given
by
,N.
x E[Aioo)}
i=l
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and the probability of a point x inside primary grains ofwhich sizing parameters are smaller than or
equal to r (the numerator in Eq. A.29) is given by,
p<*e U *) = ^
{z:r(B,;r)= l} ^J
E^[a[5i]]T[5i;r]
_
i=l
A /"
[C] 70
=
j^ fi a[B]fRis)ds (A.34)
Replacing the numerator and denominator in Eq. A.29 by Eqs. A.33 and A.34, we have,
a[B]fR(s)ds
PiR <r) = -% (A.35)
a[B}fRis)ds
o
The probability density function ofR is obtained by taking the derivative ofEq. A.35,
fRir) = (A-36)
a[B]fRis)ds
o
As an example, suppose the primary grain is square-shaped grain with random radius r, then the area
measure a[B] = 4r2. The probability density function f^ is,
Jo
Equation A.37 is the same one as given by Eq. 5.26.
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